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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Biosensoren sind ein aktives Forschungsfeld der Organischen Elektronik. Das hohe Potential
rührt von der Biokompatibilität und der guten elektronischen Kopplung zwischen Gewebe und
Organischen Bauteilen her. Dies hat zum Feld der organischen Bioelektronik geführt. Zusät-
zlich sind durch günstige Massenproduktion mit geringem Energieverbrauch und biologische
Abbaubarkeit nachhaltige Einweg-Instrumente möglich.
In dieser Arbeit wird die Fertigung von mechanisch flexiblen Organischen Feldeffekttransis-
toren (OFETs) demonstriert, welche als Double Gate Transistoren unter wässriger Lösung be-
trieben wurden. Ein Polymer der Poly-Para-Xylylen Polymergruppe wurde als Gate-Isolator
und Substrat verwendet, um die mechanische Flexibilität zu erreichen. Diese Polymerfilme
weisen typischerweise eine quadratisch gemittelte Oberflächenrauigkeit von mehreren Nanome-
tern (nm) auf. In diesem Zusammenhang haben wir In-Situ Wachstumsexperiemente durchge-
führt, um die Bildung des Transistorkanals auf rauen parylene-C Isolatoren zu untersuchen.
Durch eine während der Deposition des organischen Halbleiters durchgeführte elektrische
Charakterisierung konnten wir hier den Beginn des Transistorbetriebs bei einer Beschichtung
von weniger als einer Molekularlage von Pentacen beobachten. Die weitere Entwicklung der
OFET Eigenschaften mit der Filmdicke unterschied sich nicht von der auf glatten Isolatoren.
Dementsprechend ist unsere Interpretation, dass der Transistorkanal sich ungestört durch die
Oberfächenrauigkeit des Isolators bildet, falls die vertikalen Höhenunterschiede für benach-
barte Moleküle klein genug sind.
Der gleiche Isolator wurde weiterhin verwandt, um OFETs für die Detektion von Harnstoff zu
fertigen. In diesem Fall wurde das Enzym Urease kovalent an die OFET Oberfläche angebun-
den, um die Hydrolyse von Harnstoff zu ermöglichen. Die Hydrolyse von Harnstoff resultierte
in Ammoniak, der in den Transistor diffundierte und den Ladungstransport durch die Immo-
bilisierung von mobilen Ladungsträgern verringerte. Mit dem daraus folgenden Stromabfall
konnten Harnstoffkonzentrationen im Bereich von 0,75 - 7,5 mM in gepufferter Lösung de-
tektiert werden. Dies entspricht physiologischen Konzentrationen an Harnstoff in Blut.
Die Reaktion von OFETs auf Ammoniak wurde weiter untersucht. Hierfür wurden OFETs
über den Elektrolyt geschaltet und die elektrochemischen Eigenschaften der verwendeten
Dünnfilme des organischen Halbleiters DNTT gemessen. DNTT wies hinreichende Stabil-
ität sowie geringe Dotierung durch elektrochemische Prozesse auf; Das Energieniveau für
Lochleitung wurde zu -5.16 ± 0.05 eV bestimmt. Die Antwortzeit auf Ammoniak konnte auf
1-2 s reduziert werden, wobei die Antwort(zeit) von der Fertigung und der daraus resultieren-
den DNTT Filmmorphologie abhängt. Die Verkapselungsschicht bestimmt hier die Diffusion-
sstrecke, die die Ammoniakmoleküle passieren müssen. In der Folge wird die Antwortzeit
von dieser Schichtdicke dominiert. Dies impliziert, dass für eine optimale Antwort sowohl
die Morphologie des organischen Halbleiterfilms optimiert werden muss, als auch die Dicke
der Verkapselungsschicht minimiert werden muss. In der Zukunft könnten solche optimierten
OFETs für die Beobachtung von Zellsignalen verwendet werden.
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SUMMARY
Biosensors are a focus of organic electronics. The high potential stems from the biocompati-
bility and the good electronic coupling between tissue and organic electronic devices, which
has lead to the field of organic bioelectronics. Additionally, cheap mass production with little
energy consumption and biodegradability render disposable devices possible.
In this thesis the fabrication of mechanical flexible Organic Field Effect Transistors (OFETs)
is demonstrated, which were operated as double gate transistors in aqueous solution. A poly-
mer of the poly-para-xylylene family was used as gate dielectric and substrate to achieve the
mechanical flexibility. These polymer films typically possess a surface roughness of several
nanometer (nm) root mean squared. Related to this, we performed In-Situ growth experiments
to study the transistor channel formation on rough parylene-C dielectrics. Here, by electrical
characterization during deposition of the organic semiconductor pentacene, we could observe
onset of transistor operation for less than one monolayer pentacene coverage. Further evolu-
tion of the OFET characteristics with film thickness was the same as in the case for smooth
dielectrics. Consequently, our interpretation is that the transistor channel forms unperturbed
from the dielectric surface roughness, if the vertical height changes are small for close-by
molecules.
The same dielectric was further employed to fabricate OFETs for the detection of urea in
solution. Here, the enzyme urease was covalently attached to the OFET surface to facilitate
the hydrolysis of urea. The hydrolysis of urea gave rise to ammonia, which diffused into the
transistor and decreased charge transport via trapping of mobile charge carriers. With the con-
sequential decrease of current, urea concentrations in the range of 0.75 - 7.5 mM in buffered
solutions were detected. This fits to physiological concentrations of urea in blood.
OFET response to ammonia was further investigated. To this end OFETs were solution gated
and electrochemical properties of the used organic semiconductor DNTT thin films were mea-
sured. DNTT was found to display sufficient stability and low electrochemical doping, and a
energy frontier level of −5.16 ± 0.05 eV for hole transport. The response time towards am-
monia could be decreased to 1-2 s, where the response (time) depends on the fabrication and
the resulting DNTT film morphology. Here, the encapsulation layer sets the diffusion distance
for the ammonia molecules to pass. Consequently, the response time gets dominated by this
layer thickness. This implies that for optimized response the organic semiconductor film mor-
phology has to be optimized as well as the encapsulation layer thickness minimized. In future,
such optimized OFETs could be applied to monitor signaling of living cells.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Electronics are ubiquitous in everyday life, such as in the control of public transport and oper-
ation/control of individual vehicles, or smartphones, and home entertainment. These devices
are typically based on inorganic semiconductor technology, most notably silicon based inte-
grated circuits. More recently, research introduced new materials, as metal-oxide nanopar-
ticles, 2D materials like graphene and organic semiconductors to supplement silicon based
technology. Here, these new materials can unlock device structures, such as mechanical flexi-
ble electronics. These are not feasible with the established technology due to mass production
cost or incompatible physical properties.
A current example is display technology: for displays, Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs)
have entered mass production, since they offer higher contrast and lower power consumption
compared to LCD displays. Interestingly, the driving transistors in the active matrix displays
are still fabricated from silicon, however, replacement of this material by printable metal-
oxides and organic semiconductors is under investigation.[5] An additional benefit of these
new materials is the possibility of fabrication of mechanical flexible displays on foils or even
paper.[6]
Another thrust of organic electronics in particular is biosensing.[7] For example Organic
Electrochemical Transistors (OECTs) are a promising candidate for printable sensors for
metabolites.[8, 9]
1.1 BIOSENSING
A bio-receptor coupled to a transducer in an integrated device is a biosensor.[10] The term
biosensor is by definition only applicable, if the bio-receptor is of biological origin. The bio-
receptor is an element of biological origin, which provides recognition of the chemical or
molecular substance to be analyzed, the analyte. The output (signal) from the bio-receptor is
then transferred into the detection signal, e.g. a current or voltage, by the transducer.
1
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Several approaches can be taken to achieve a biosensor or more general a sensor. One part
is the readout mechanisms, which can be implemented by diverse principles: optical readout
via changes in e.g. reflectance or fluorescence. This is especially interesting, if coupled with
abundant tools for readout, such as a blue ray disk reader.[11] Further, mechanical readout
can be used, such as changes in stiffness or resonance frequency of cantilevers, Quartz Crystal
Microbalances (QCMs) or similar mechanical systems.[12] Another possibility is readout via
electrical signals, such as change in resistance[13] or via Field Effect devices.[14]
Readout via electronic properties is advantageous, since it can be easily interfaced with or built
from readily available electronic elements and devices. Further, detection can be done label-
free. Label-free detection has the advantage to dispense the need for multi-step attachment
of e.g. fluorescent labels.[15] This greatly reduces complexity of measuring substances of
interest, which is important for the intended application as mass-produced transducer/sensor
systems, e.g. in point of care applications.[7, 16] Here, the interest is not to replace the analyt-
ical methods in laboratories, but to provide easy-to-use and cheap sensor systems to monitor
medically relevant parameters with portable systems, as for blood sugar measurements.
Of the different electrical readout mechanisms, nearly all can be and are implemented utiliz-
ing the different established and new materials, such as Si-technology and GaAs, in contrast
to graphene, Carbon nanotubes and organic semiconductors. One case is a chemresistor, i.e.
a semiconductor two-terminal device, whose resistance changes upon interaction with the an-
alyte are evaluated.[13] Another possibility is the interaction via a Field-Effect to change the
charge carrier concentration and corresponding measurements for the readout.[14] Examples
are impedance sensors[17] as well as Ion Sensitive Field Effect Transistors (ISFETs).[18, 19]
ISFETs can be extended via enzymes and proteins for further analytes.[10] Compared to
electrochemical and optical sensing techniques,[16] transistors offer the advantage of signal
amplification.[14, 20, 21] ISFETs have been commercially implemented for DNA sequencing.
[22] However, some approaches for implementation have failed due to biocompatibility.[18]
Also calibration before use and stability is often an issue,[18] which can be avoided with
differential measurements.[23] In differential measurements, two, a functionalized and an un-
functionalized sensors are employed, and the signal taken as the response of the biosensor
versus the reference. This approach can solve operation issues, such as drift.
A relatively new material class for application in transistors intended for biosensing are or-
ganic semiconductors. Several device architectures and sensing principles have been proposed
and demonstrated, which include highly specific and sensitive detection schemes.[7, 24] Com-
pared to inorganic semiconductors and inorganic nanoparticles based transistors,[25] organic
semiconductor based transistors can be fabricated on low cost substrates at low processing
temperatures. Further, the possibility to directly graft the detection elements to organic semi-
conductors is an exciting route to fabricate transistors for biosensing.[26] Furthermore, or-
ganic molecules can be chosen biocompatible or even biodegradable,[27] which is important
for medical sensors and implants. Another advantage is that organic transistors are compara-
bly mechanical flexible, such that they can conform to tissue,[28] which decreases irritation
and decreases immune response. Especially, the properties of organic electronics make them
2
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promising candidates for neuronal interfaces.[21, 29, 30]
1.2 SMALL MOLECULE ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
Organic electronics encompasses application of products of organic chemistry as electronic
active materials to realize electronic circuitry elements. Sometimes also pure carbon sub-
stances such as graphene and fullerenes are included in the field. In any case, fullerenes are
typically considered part of organic electronics. In this work, organic semiconductors are con-
sidered to be only materials from organic chemistry. These are polymers and small molecules,
individual as well as in solid state, which can be conductors and semiconductors.[31]
Conducting and semiconducting polymers[32] have the advantage of deposition by solution
processes. However, they are often effectively doped by traces of the synthesis chemicals and
metal catalysts, which are in fact impurities.[32] Small molecules can be solution processable
depending on the molecule and are otherwise deposited by physical vapor deposition (PVD),
with the advantage that PVD is a very clean and well controlled process.
Limited to small molecule organic semiconductors, the common characteristic is the presence
of aromatic π-electron systems, i.e. the π electrons are delocalized over a molecular orbital.
In molecules, the covalent bonds give rise to molecular orbitals, which get occupied up to the
Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO). The next higher, unoccupied energy level after
the HOMO is the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO), which is separated from the
HOMO by an energy gap. In difference to the atoms building inorganic semiconductors,[33]
these individual molecules are already semiconducting.[31, 34]
This type of small molecule organic semiconductors is also semiconducting in the van-der
Waals bonded solid state, especially as polycrystalline thin film layers or crystals,[31] with
their thin film transport levels originating from the individual molecules’ HOMO and LUMO
a)
S
S
b)
c)
Figure 1.1: a) Chemical structure of pentacene. b) A 3D representation of an Atomic Force Microscope
(AFM) micrograph of pentacene thin film exhibiting Stranski-Krastanov growth. c) Chemical structure
of a) Dinaphtho[2,3-b:2’,3’-f]thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (DNTT).
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levels. The conduction states in these materials are also commonly referred to as HOMO
and LUMO, even if these state involve single particle states of electrons and holes on ionized
molecules.[35] The charge transport mechanism of such materials is still under debate. To
date it is established that the two limiting cases of band-like transport and hopping transport
through localized states, i.e. single molecules, exist both. This depends on the molecules and
their solid state structure. Band-like transport is reported for single crystal samples, hopping
transport is reported in rather disordered thin films.[36] Recent models point to the fact that
the relatively large thermal motion in the van-der Waals bonded crystals is leading to localiza-
tion, which is currently limiting the charge transport.[36, 37] Such thermal motions have been
measured lately and correlated with transport properties.[38]
In the following, some important aspects of the two organic semiconductors utilized in this
work will be discussed shortly.
1.2.1 PENTACENE
Pentacene (see Fig. 1.1 a)) is often applied as a model system, since it is one of the most
studied small molecule organic semiconductor. High performance has been reported for Or-
ganic Field Effect Transistors (OFETs) based on pentacene polycrystalline thin films.[39, 40]
Among other aspects of interest, its growth on dielectric[41] and metallic surfaces and the
resulting electronic properties[42] have been rather well studied. Interestingly, polycrystalline
thin films of pentacene can consist of different crystalline phases, namely the thin film phase
and the bulk phase.[43, 44] While the bulk phase is the thermodynamically stable phase, the
thin film phase is induced by the substrate during growth.[43] While pentacene enjoys wide
use as a model system, it suffers from limited environmental stability, and consequently, new
organic semiconductors have been investigated for practical applications.[45–47]
1.2.2 DINAPHTHO[2,3-B:2’,3’-F]THIENO[3,2-B]THIOPHENE (DNTT)
One of these new organic semiconductors is Dinaphtho[2,3-b:2’,3’-f]thieno[3,2-b]thiophene
(see Fig. 1.1 c)).[46] In difference to pentacene, it has high stability versus oxidation from
oxygen,[46] yet displays similar performance as pentacene.[48] This was already used to fab-
ricate OFETs, which were resistant to conditions encountered upon sterilization procedures,
which was not possible with pentacene.[49] However, compared to pentacene, the proper-
ties of DNTT, such as thin film growth, are not as deeply studied yet.[50, 51] Consequently,
pentacene still fulfills the role as a model system with readily available literature data for
comparison.
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1.3 FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS (FETS)
VGS VDS
source
insulator
gate
drain+
semiconductor
accumulation depletion
pinch-o  point
++ + + + +
Figure 1.2: FET scheme. Scheme of a FET in saturation mode for p-type charge carriers. The accu-
mulation layer in the channel is pinched-off and charge carriers between the pinch-off point and the
drain are transported through a space-charge region for VDS < VGS − VTh.
Field Effect Transistors are basic electronic devices constructed from semiconductors.[33] In
FETs the semiconducting channel between two electrical contacts, the source and the drain,
is separated from the gate by a thin insulating layer (Fig. 1.2). The charge carrier density in
the channel is controlled via an electrical field imposed by the gate voltage. Upon application
of a voltage between source and drain, current is transported, if charges are accumulated by
the gate. The transistor is in its on state. If the channel is depleted from charge carriers by the
gate, the transistor is in the off state.
If charge transport takes place in the channel, one differentiates between the subthreshold, the
saturation and the linear regime. In the subthreshold regime the charge sheet is not yet com-
pletely accumulated and the current rises exponentially with gate potential. In the saturation
regime, the charge sheet would be in principle complete. However, all charge carriers near the
drain, in the so called pinch-off region, are collected by the drain. This leads to a space charge
transport region near the drain, where no charge carriers are accumulated between the pinch-
off point and the drain. Finally, for higher gate potentials charges are accumulated through the
whole channel and the transistor is in the linear regime.
A special case of FETs are Thin Film Transistors (TFTs). In TFTs the semiconductor is formed
as a thin layer. In FETs in general the transistor can be formed at the top of the bulk material,
e.g. MOSFETs on silicon wafers, which gives rise to influences from currents through the
bulk material.
The TFT current in the linear regime is given by:[33]
IS D =
W
L
· µ ·Ci · (VGS − VTh −
VDS
2
) · VDS (1.1)
Here, W is the width and L the length of the transistor channel, µ the mobility of the semi-
conductor, Ci the areal capacitance of the gate dielectric, and VTh the threshold voltage of the
transistor. VDS is the drain voltage and VGS the gate voltage, which are both applied versus the
5
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Figure 1.3: (O)FET characteristics. a) Transconductance curve of a OFET plotted in linear as well
as logarithmic representation. b) Plot of the transconductance with the squareroot of the source-drain
current. From the linear slope extracted from this plot the threshold voltage as well as the mobility
of a FET in the saturation regime can be extracted with equation 1.2. Also displayed is the effect of
hysteresis: The forward and backward sweeps of the transistor do not necessarily overlap due to the
presence of traps.[52, 53]
source.
In the saturation regime the TFT current is given by:[33]
IS D =
W
2L
· µ ·Ci · (VGS − VTh)2 (1.2)
Here, the notation is the same as for the linear current. Note that in practice the saturation
mobility µsat and the linear mobility µlin as well as the respective threshold voltages differ be-
tween the saturation and the linear regime. A transconductance (gate) sweep of a TFT from
off state into saturation is displayed in Fig. 1.3.
In Organic Field Effect Transistors (OFETs) the inorganic semiconductor is replaced by an
organic semiconductor (see 1.2). Moreover, dielectrics and electrodes can also be replaced
with organic alternatives.[27, 54] In distinction from the prevalent Si MOSFETs, which op-
erate in inversion and are fabricated on a bulk crystal, OFETs work in accumulation and the
organic semiconducting film is usually formed as a thin film. The theory from classical TFTs
is readily adopted to OFETs.[55] For OFETs gate-voltage dependence of the mobility, which
can be also seen as charge density dependence of the mobility, as well as contact resistance
modify the behaviour in real OFETs, and introduce additional dependencies, such as gate
voltage dependent charge injection/extraction.[56]
1.4 BIOSENSING WITH ORGANIC TRANSISTORS
There are two distinct architectures for organic transistors used in biosensing, one is the or-
ganic field effect transistor (OFET) and the other one the organic electrochemical transistor
6
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(OECT).[57] OFETs and OECTs differ by their operation principle. In OFETs mobile charge
carriers are accumulated at the dielectric-semiconductor interface, while in OECTs the doping
level is controlled. In the following, the basic properties are shortly discussed.
1.4.1 OECTS
OECTs are based on the doping and de-doping of the organic semiconducting layer. This is
driven via the electrochemical potential in the electrolyte, which is in direct contact with the
transistor channel (Fig. 1.4 d). With this approach, high transconductance has been reached,
since the complete film height is contributing to the current change, outperforming most other
architectures and materials.[58] On the other hand, this limits the obtainable switching fre-
quency. Chemical reactions resulting in electrochemical potential shifts, e.g via pH value
shifts, can be conveniently monitored, since this shifts the effective gate potential.[8] OECTs
for biosensing are compatible with high throughput printing techniques,[9] and fabrication
substratesubstrate
gate
gate
S D
S D
S D S D
dielectric
dielectric
OSC
OSC
OSC OSC
gate gate
substrate substrate
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 1.4: Schematics of the different (bio)sensor architecture principles of organic transistors. a)
Bottom gate OFET with the solution not in contact with the gate potential. Indicated are the possible
positions of bio-recognition elements on the organic semiconductor (OSC) or between the OSC and
the dielectric. b) The electrochemical potential in solution is set by the gate. The solution is in contact
with the dielectric or c,d) directly with the OSC. Bio-recognition elements can be attached to either
the gate, the dielectric or the OSC surface. In c) and d) the difference between OFETs and OECTs is
indicated: In OFETs a charge carrier sheet is accumulated at the OSC-solution/dielectric interface,
while in OECTs the complete film is doped and de-doped.
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pathways to include chemical attachment sites for subsequent immobilization of functional
elements.[59] Utilizing OECTs detection of neurotransmitters,[60] uric acid,[61] cholesterol,
[61] and glucose,[8, 9, 61] amongst others, have been reported.
1.4.2 OFETS
OFETs are operated via charge modulation through the field effect. In distinction from OECTs,
the doping level of OFETs does not change, only the charge carrier densities are changed via
the applied electrical fields.
There are three basic gating principles available:
First, the gate potential can be applied via a gate separated from the organic semiconductor by
the gate dielectric. The solution to be tested is brought into contact with the semiconducting
channel without connection to the gate potential (Fig. 1.4 a).
Second, the gate potential can be applied via the solution to test, which is in direct contact
with the semiconducting channel or a dielectric on top of the organic semiconductor (Fig. 1.4
b and c). At the solution-solid interface, the potential drops at the electrochemical double
layer (EDL).[62] Charge transfer is only present with electrochemical reactions, otherwise the
potential gives rise to a concentration gradient of ions at the interface, the diffuse double layer.
Since EDLs are very thin, they have a high capacitance of ca. 10 µFcm2 , giving rise to low oper-
ating voltages.
Third, the OFET can be separated from the solution. The solution sets the potential of a float-
ing gate or the gate potential is controlled via the solution in an extended gate.
In extension, a bottom gate as well as a gate in the solution can be applied, which leads to
Double-Gate-OFETs.[63, 64] With this geometry, the threshold voltage of the bottom (top)
channel can be adjusted by the electric potential of the top (bottom) gate, provided the semi-
conducting layer is thin enough. If the semiconducting layer is thin enough, the depletion
layer induced by the top gate can extend to the bottom, and effectively increase the threshold
voltage of the bottom channel, and vice versa.[65] The individual gate potentials couple to
the channel(s) governed by their capacitance. Thus the threshold shift Vth, which will result
from a potential shift in the other gate δVother, will be given by ratio of the capacitance of the
individual gates:[63]
δVth = −
Cother
C
· δVother (1.3)
With this, a potential shift at one gate can be amplified in the threshold voltage shift of the
other gate.
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1.5 OFET PARAMETERS FOR BIOSENSING
The detection of a substance of interest is based on its interaction with the OFET and its im-
pact on the electrical characteristics. Mostly, OFETs are operated in saturation in biosensing.
As it can be seen from equation 1.2, there are three basic parameters which can change or can
be influenced: the mobility µ, the threshold voltage VTh and the areal capacitance Ci of the
gate. Further, the On-Off ratio, i.e. the ratio between the On current and the Off current of the
OFET, can decrease or increase upon interaction with a substance. One of these parameters,
or a combination of several, must change in order to enable detection of a substance.[7]
Changes of On/Off ratio and the Off current were mostly described for OFETs operated as gas
sensors[66], and can also be expected for biosensors operated in solution.[7] While changes
in the On current can be related to shifts in the other parameters, the Off current might yield
an interesting parameter for evaluation in some cases.
Out of the parameters in equation 1.2, a shift in the threshold voltage VTh is a classical mea-
surement parameter. Any change in charge δQ at the dielectric interface will give rise to a
corresponding electrical field. This field couples via the capacitance to the transistor chan-
nel and generates an effective offset δVTh = −δQ/C to the threshold voltage VTh.[19] This
is used in the principle of ISFETs;[18, 19] any change in charge at the dielectric interface
can be detected in the transconductance curve or, more simple, the source-drain current. E.g.
adsorption of charged particles gives rise to a change in a transistor’s threshold voltage.[64]
This also yields to sensitivity to pH value changes. Upon pH-value change, the corresponding
change of chemical potential can lead to a change in charge of chemical surface groups, such
as hydroxyl-groups | − OH:[19]
| − OH+2 + OH
− 
 | − OH + H2O
 | − O− + H3O+ (1.4)
A surface potential shift of α · (−59.2mV/pH) at 298 K results, with a sensitivity parame-
ter α between 0 and 1 depending on the solid-electrolyte interface.[18] The same mechanism
at metal-electrolyte interfaces is used for solid state pH sensitive electrodes.[67] Also other
changes in chemical potentials can be transduced via a shift of the threshold voltage, such
as ion concentrations, and OFETs can be made to be selective by application of ion-selective
membranes.[68, 69]
A critical issue for consideration of threshold voltage shifts is that electrical fields in solution
decay exponentially.[70] Here, the lengthscale for field decay is the Debye’s screening length
λD. The Debye length is dependent on the ionic concentration in the solution. With a Deybe
length λD ≈ 1nm it was found that detection of proteins via electrostatic fields in solutions of
physiological strength is impossible.[70]
But on the other hand, in solutions of physiological strength, interactions of e.g. proteins with
OFETs are detectable via monitoring the changes in capacitance Ci.[71] With this approach
binding of odorant molecules was demonstrated with distinction between chiral enantiomers.
[72]
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Last, interaction of molecules in the solution with the organic semiconductor can change
charge carrier mobility. This can be directly monitored via the OFET current.[3]
There are several device architectures, which are recent additions to organic electronics.
• In extended gate OFETs for sensing, the gate is separated from the actual OFET and
the site of detection.[73] Thus, this setup separates the detection site in electrolyte from
the transistor, such that each individually can be optimized. Such setups have also been
realized with commercial silicon electronics for sensors.[74]
• In Charge-Modulated OFETs, the gate is directly implemented on the same substrate,
but the gate is exposed to solution separately. No potential is set in or via the solution,
which makes Charge-Modulated OFETs an interesting approach, since they do not need
an electrode in the electrolyte.[75, 76]
• Another type has a functional interlayer between the organic semiconductor and the gate
dielectric, such that any changes or interaction in this interlayer couple directly to the
transistor channel.[77] This design may be exclusive to organic electronics, since the
analyte must diffuse through the semiconductor layer[78] and the semiconductor must
be deposited in a way not to damage the functional interlayer.
1.6 THIS WORK
This work focuses on the application of OFETs for biosensing. In previous work in our group,
stable operation of OFETs in aqueous solutions and detection of adsorption of fatty acids via
electrostatic interactions was demonstrated.[64, 79] However, these OFETs were still based
on Si-chips as gates and the silicon dioxide as gate dielectrics.
The first aim of my work was to implement mechanically flexible OFETs, which could be
operated in contact with aqueous solution. To improve the signal, i.e. the electrical current,
and approach biological length scales of cellular assemblies, these OFETs had to be micropat-
terned. This was realized by utilizing photolithography. The OFETs were fabricated with thin
layers of parylene as gate dielectric and substrate. These layers can also be released from
the substrate, which results in mechanical flexible OFETs. Finally, operation in contact with
solution was demonstrated.[2]
While parylene is an established dielectric for OFETs,[80] and pentacene film growth on
parylene has attracted some attention,[81, 82] information on the channel formation, i.e. the
growth of the first few monolayers of the organic semiconductor, was still missing. Here, we
performed In-Situ electrical characterization during pentacene deposition to investigate OFET
formation on the relatively rough parylene-C dielectrics.[2] The OFETs showed transistor per-
formance even before the first pentacene monolayer was concluded. Indeed, evolution of the
OFET characteristics were the same as for smooth dielectrics.
The architecture established with parylene dielectrics was then applied for an urea biosensor.[3]
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Urea is a medical indicator[83, 84] and heavily used as fertilizer in agriculture.[85] Urea is
selectively hydrolyzed by the enzyme urease.[83] Here, urease was covalently attached to the
OFET interface to the electrolyte. For the covalent attachment procedure, DNTT, a more sta-
ble organic semiconductor than pentacene, was chosen. For these measurements an assembly
of the OFET with a commercial available flowchamber was developed. The response of the
OFET to pH-value changes in solution as well as to ammonia concentrations was tested. The
ammonia response was found to dominate. It was rationalized by the diffusion of uncharged
ammonia through the hydrophobic encapsulation layer and direct interaction of ammonia with
the inorganic semiconductor as in gas sensors. Finally, detection of urea in buffer solutions
via the ammonia produced by the hydrolysis of urea was demonstrated.
A major feature of the demonstrated OFETs for urea detection was their long response time
for ammonia. For ammonia gas sensors, strategies have been demonstrated in the literature,
on how to improve response time; Namely, thin films with high surface to volume ratio have
been demonstrated to improve response.[86] In my study, DNTT morphology was found to be
set by a 3D growth mode on a different gate dielectric, SU-8. With this morphology, the film
was composed of many lowly connected islands, if the deposition process was stopped at the
correct time. As it can be expected from the results on gas sensors, this gave a short response
time also in solution.
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CHAPTER 2
FLEXIBLE ORGANIC THIN FILM
TRANSISTORS (OTFTS) FOR OPERATION
IN SOLUTION
Part of findings in this discussion have been published in Werkmeister et al. [1]. The publica-
tion is attached as full text in Appendix A.
To take full advantage of organic electronics it is crucial to fabricate flexible OFETs. Further,
for (bio)sensing purposes, the single OFETs’ components should be patterned on the micro-
scale. And, of course, the OFETs should display stable operation in solution. To address the
patterning of single layers in the device stack, photolithography has been chosen.
2.1 PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY
Photolithography is an efficient, highly parallel method to produce patterns on substrates.
First, the pattern is produced in the illuminating light field by appropriate masking and mirror
techniques. This patterned illumination then is transfered into structures on the substrate by
photo-excitation of a functional photosensitive layer.
In the special case of this work, the photosensitive layer is always a commercial photoresist.
It is patterned in a process flow, where the pattern is defined by the photo-illumination pattern
(Fig. 2.1 a). This pattern then can be transferred to other functional layers, e.g. by subsequent
material deposition or etching. During the so called Lift-Off process, the materials are de-
posited onto the patterned photoresist. When the photoresist gets dissolved later, all material
not deposited directly onto the substrate will get lifted off and only the material directly on the
substrate will remain (Fig. 2.1 b). Lift-Off is an additive process. In contrast, if the substrate
with a patterned photoresist on top is etched, only the uncovered areas will get etched (Fig.
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Figure 2.1: a) Schematic of photopattern generation for positive-, as well as negative-tone photore-
sists. b) Schematic of a Lift-Off process. c) Schematic of a reactive ion etching (RIE) process with a
photoresist as etchmask.
2.1 c), which is a subtractive process. Related to such different aims, there exists a wealth of
different photoresists, which are each optimized for a number of purposes.
The typical process flow to arrive at a photoresist pattern consists multiple steps: coating,
softbake, illumination, post exposure bake, and development. During coating, a homogenous
layer of photoresist is deposited onto the substrate, e.g. by spincoating. Next, the substrate
is baked to remove residual solvent, which also makes the film more dense and mechanically
stable. This is the so called softbake. After the softbake, the sample is aligned with the later
photo-pattern, e.g. by alignment of the sample to the structures on a mask, and then illumi-
nated with a chosen illumination dose. Depending on the photoresist used, a post exposure
bake is necessary, in which by heating photo-activated chemical reactions occur. For exam-
ple, a crosslinking agent gets generated by illumination and the crosslinking reaction is then
driven by supplement of thermal energy. Last, the pattern is generated by the development
step. Here, the system is subjected to the developer, a solution which will selectively dissolve
or etch either the illuminated or the not illuminated areas of the photoresist layer. If the illu-
minated areas get dissolved, the photoresist is denoted as positive-tone, and in the other case
as negative-tone.
Consequently, to reach the needed patterns in photoresists, many steps of the process flow have
to be optimized. These are namely, amongst others; the photoresist deposition parameters,
the soft- and postbake temperature(s) and time(s), the illumination dose and the development
time.
For the work presented in this chapter, a Lift-Off process for patterning the electrodes was
used, the parameters are given in Appendix C. A bi-layer of Lift-Off resist combined with a
positive photoresist was chosen for the Lift-Off process,[87] since a single positive photoresist
layer for Lift-Off usually is accompanied by fencing. In Fencing, the electrodes are not well
defined, but have a fence at the edge from material deposited onto the photoresist sidewalls.
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This may disrupt the organic semiconductor layer in the channel and lead to electrical contact
between the electrodes and solution. Another way to avoid fencing is to use (single layer)
negative-tone photoresists designed for Lift-Off. However it can be difficult to dissolve this
layer completely afterward, otherwise unwanted resist residuals remain on the surface.[88]
2.2 CHOICE OF DIELECTRIC
The choice of photolithography as processing technique limits the suitable substrates and es-
pecially dielectrics. All these layers have to be compatible with the employed photoresists,
process temperatures and process chemicals. Also, they should stand UV irradiation from
photolithography. Furthermore, the dielectrics should be optically transparent and mechanical
flexible, corresponding to the application in biosensors and should enable OFET operation in
solution. The surface properties of the dielectric are of great importance for the resultant per-
formance of the fabricated OFETs. Reactive and charged surface groups have been found to
limit charge transport to the extend that electron transport is completely suppressed depending
on the choice of dielectric.[89] Further, different surface energies give rise to different growth
(modes) of the organic semiconductor, which also determines the transistor properties.[90]
With this prerequisites in mind, one can exclude all dielectric layers, which are soluble in
either water or solvents. Further, they should withstand temperatures of > 100◦C, which are
typically encountered in photolithography processes. Combined with the desired optical trans-
parency and mechanical flexibility, this leaves some polymer foils/layers as suitable dielectrics
and substrates. Two of the best candidates are parylenes and polyimides. Polyimides, how-
ever, pose limitations on the choice of substrate, since the polymerization process necessitates
process temperatures of typically 180◦C or higher,[39, 91] which limits the possible substrates.
Further, polyimides are sensitive to basic solution, e.g. most developers, which makes pho-
tolithography more complicated.[92] Consequently, parylenes were chosen as gate dielectrics,
especially because they were already reported to facilitate operation in solution.[28]
2.3 PARYLENE
Parylenes, i.e. Poly(para-xylylene) (parylene-N) and its derivatives, form a family of poly-
mers. Strictly speaking, parylene can also be just the designation of parylene-N and not the
complete polymer family. These polymers are used in a range of fields, e.g. as protection coat-
ings and electrical insulating layer.[93] It has widespread industrial application[93, 94] and is
FDA approved.[28] Consequently, there is a wealth of studies available on its properties.[93–
99] It is deposited via the Gorham route in rough vacuum in a Chemical Vapor Deposition
(CVD) process; In the Gorham route a precursor (a dimer) is first sublimated, then cracked
by pyrolysis and finally polymerizes on the substrates placed in the coating chamber (see Fig.
15
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Figure 2.2: Gorham route for the CVD process of parylene-C: The precursor, the dimer, is sublimated
and pyrolytically split at high temperatures. The monomers will deposit and polymerize on all surfaces
at room temperature. The process is run in vacuum and the vacuum pump is protected by a cold trap.
2.2).[93] In this CVD process all surfaces are coated conformal and, depending on the deriva-
tive, deposition is performed at room temperature (RT). Further, the surface is clean after
deposition without the need for additional cleaning procedures.
Parylene-C is most used, since it is compatible with standard parylene-CVD equipment and
has a higher deposition rate than parylene-N and thus enables a better throughput. The depo-
sition of both, parylene-N and parylene-C, on the sample can be modeled via adsorption of
the monomers, which consequential either desorb or polymerize with a suitable polymer chain
end.[93] A characterization of the dielectric properties of parylene-N and -C layers, as well as
of OFETs fabricated on these dielectrics can be found in my master’s thesis.[100]
Interestingly, this growth is influenced by the chemical composition of the substrate.[101] On
transition metals, polymerization of parylenes can be inhibited until a passivisation layer is
formed on the metals. This leads to a greatly selective growth, which has been used to obtain
patterned CVD of a reactive parylene-derivative.[102] In particular for the application as gate
dielectrics in OFETs, this property is undesired, since the gate electrodes are usually fabricated
from metals. Consequentially, if parylene growth is inhibited or disturbed on the electrode,
the parylene layer will be absent precisely at the position where it is desired. This problem
can be solved by a thin (6 nm) aluminum layer on top of the Au electrode.[1] The Al can be
deposited and patterned in the same process as the Au electrode. Most likely, the formation of
a thin aluminum-oxide layer passivises the electrode surface for uninhibited parylene deposi-
tion. Note that this is only true for electrodes patterned via photolithography. For electrodes
deposited through shadow masks, there usually is still an area of disturbed parylene growth at
the rim of the electrodes. At this rim of the electrodes, the half shadow could give rise to a
material gradient, which could lead to uncovered Au surfaces.
Parylenes are widely applied as gate dielectrics in OFETs, in particular poly(chloro-para-
xylylene) (parylene-C). It is compatible with photolithography[1, 28, 100] and forms optical
transparent foils, which can serve as flexible substrates for organic transistors (see Fig. 2.3
b)).[1, 28, 100, 103] The substrates or even finished devices can simply be peeled of their
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solid support, which is a convenient pathway to arrive at mechanical flexible OFETs.
2.4 MECHANICAL FLEXIBILITY
One of the great advantages of organic semiconductors is the ability to fabricate mechanical
flexible electronic circuits. Organic semiconductors form their polycrystalline structures from
relatively weak van-der-Waals bonds, which can accommodate more mechanical strain than
covalent bonds.[6] This makes them suitable to build flexible electronics. Additionally the
relatively low processing temperatures, room temperature or less, enable to use cheap plastic
foils[104] as well as paper as substrates.[105, 106]. For electronics integrated onto such me-
chanical flexible substrates of thickness h, the bending radius R of the curvature induced by
the bend, relates to the mechanical strain ε on the surface of the substrate via[103] (see Fig.
2.3 a)):
ε =
h
2R
(2.1)
In such bent substrates, there exists an neutral strain position, which is in first approximation
in the middle of the height of the samples. The precise position of the neutral strain layer
depends on the precise material stack in general, and this in turn modifies the strain onto the
electronic layer depending on the material stack.[6] Here, the layers above and below will
get compressed or stretched upon bending, i.e. the layer in neutral strain position suffer no
strain. In theory this neutral strain layer is infinitesimal thin. In practice, layers close to the
neutral strain layer remain operational under otherwise unfeasible bending radii, such that the
strain must be greatly reduced.[107] Bending radii down to 200 µm were achieved for simple
OFETs[103] with thin substrates and bending radii down to 5 µm were achieved for embed-
ding the OFET structure in the neutral strain position.[104]
There are several factors governing behavior of small molecule based OFETs under mechan-
ical deformation: The intrinsic strain response of the organic semiconductor crystal itself, the
behaviour of the polycrystalline organic thin film, but also the robustness of the dielectric and
the electrical leads. The first intrinsic component was investigated by the group of Daniel
Frisbie on rubrene single crystals recently.[108] The work function of the crystal surfaces was
found to increase under tensile strain and decrease under compressive strain. This is expected
to influence charge transport in organic semiconductor crystals,[108] since charge transport of
organic crystals is dependent on energetic disorder.[37]
Moving from the intrinsic crystal behavior to the behavior of a polycrystalline thin film, several
aspects are important. A phase transition in pentacene due to mechanical bending has been
reported.[109] The change in lattice constant takes bending energy and reduces the stress.
In contrast, such behavior has not been observed in another study.[110] One difference be-
tween the studies is that for films, which have displayed phase transitions, a phase coexistence
had been observed initially.[109] For the phase pure films, no phase transition or change in
pentacene crystal lattice spacing was observed. Instead, the morphological distance increased
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Figure 2.3: a) Schematic of the situation of a bend substrate of thickness h with the bending radius R.
b) Photograph of a flexible OFET fabricated on a parylene-C foil.
between individual grains in the polycrystalline pentacene films.[110] In agreement with these
results, smaller grain size in OFETs lead to less dependence on mechanical strain.[111]
Apart from the organic semiconductor, it was further found that rupture of the gold elec-
trodes lead to OFET breakdown rather than degradation of the organic semiconductor thin
film.[91, 110] Further, OFET breakdown can occur via gate dielectric breakdown.[107]
There exist several strategies for reducing the strain of the active FET, which have been used
for organic as well as inorganic electronics: First, one can produce very thin FETs, in the
best case dispensing the substrate.[103] Our approach to bendable OFETs falls into this cat-
egory, with the total thickness of the OFET in the range 3-4 µm and sufficient transistor
performance down to a bending radius of 800 µm (see Fig. 2.3 b)).[1, 100] Especially for
stretchable circuits, another viable architecture is to place the active electrical elements onto
stiffer regions within a more stretchable matrix.[112] With this strategy, it is also possible
to integrate commercial (not-stretchable) microelectronics into stretchable architectures.[113]
Yet another approach is to embed the active components in the neutral strain position, which
enables highly bendable integrated circuits.[106, 107] This strategy is however not easily ap-
plicable to biosensors, since the FET must be coupled to the bio-recognition element, which
should be close to the solution at test.
2.5 OPERATION IN SOLUTION
After demonstration of the mechanical flexibility of the OFET design, next, the operation in
solution was tested. For this purpose, the transistor channel was encapsulated with 50 nm
thick layer of tetratetracontane (TTC), which has been shown to be suitable for encapsulation
in previous works.[64, 79] To protect the electrical leads, these were coated with a layer of
S1812 G2, a positive-tone photoresist, which was suitable patterned, before deposition of
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TTC. As a model solution, 10 mM Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS) buffer solution was
chosen, since it is an isotonic solution, which is often applied in biological model systems. The
PBS was used at 10 mM buffer strength prepared from premixed powder. This gave a total
ionic strength of > 130 mM. Often (buffer) solutions are used diluted compared to isotonic
ionic strength to improve operational stability or detection. However, this is in contrast to the
idea of a biosensor and may not be possible in a point-of-care setting.
The OFETs were operated in a Double Gate mode: The bottom gate with parylene-C as gate
dielectric was the conventional gate, as used in the previous characterizations and to check
transistor performance during fabrication. On top of the TTC encapsulated OFET channel a
droplet of DPBS was put, which was electrically connected via an immersed Pt/Ir wire (80%
Pt, 20% Ir). It was not possible to use parylene-N as gate dielectric, since it showed good
dielectric properties only for limited times. These limited operation times were unsuitable
for measurements, i.e. the samples suffered dielectric breakdown, before a complete set of
characterizations could be recorded.
With parylene-C as bottom gate dielectric, the OFETs could be operated as Double-Gate-
OFETs.[1] Related to the threshold voltage ratio in equation 1.3, the transconductance gindividual
VBG VSD
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S1813G2
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e
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Figure 2.4: a) Schematic of the OFET and the measurement situation. b) Top gate transconductance
curves at different applied bottom gate voltages. The forward sweep is drawn in black, the backwards
sweep in red. The bottom gate voltages are given next to each transconductance curve. A peak is visible
in the VBG = +48V curve, which is potentially an electrochemical reaction of pentacene shortly before
dielectric breakdown.
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of the individual channels is directly proportional to the corresponding capacitance;
gtop =
Ctop
Cbottom
· gbottom (2.2)
(simplified for the case that Ctop and Cbottom are much smaller than the intrinsic capacitance
of the semiconductor layer). Consequently, the ratio of the transconductance of the bottom
gate vs. the top gate is given by the ratio of the corresponding capacitances.[1] This results
in higher transconductance for the channel with the higher capacitance, which is typically the
solution-side gate.
The operation time of these OFETs in solution was limited by breakdown of the top gate
dielectric, i.e. the TTC encapsulation layer, to at best several hours. A typical OFET behaviour
before breakdown is shown in Fig. 2.4. Before breakdown, a peak in the transistor current at
VTG = −0.6 V for VBG = −48 V is visible. This peak corresponds quite well to the potential,
which must be applied to a platinum electrode to drive oxidation of pentacene molecules (for
more information on electrochemical reactions see section 3.2.3). Thus, one can rationalize
the breakdown as either by electrolyte passing through the encapsulation layer, or by thinning,
e.g. by dissolution or ablation, of the encapsulation layer. A possible pathway to improve the
encapsulation layer is to change to a crosslinked system to improve layer integrity.
An important point is the relatively low operation voltage of solution gates. Here, one has
the advantage of low voltage operation, which is necessary for medical applications. Even not
considering this, low operation voltages are more realistic with respect to practical application,
e.g. easily attainable with batteries. Consequently, I chose gating via the solution gate as the
main operation mode for further sensing experiments.
2.6 INFLUENCE OF DIELECTRIC’S SURFACE ROUGHNESS
Part of findings in this discussion have been published in Werkmeister et al. [2]. The publica-
tion is attached as full text in Appendix A.
Parylene films display a high surface roughness, when the film has sufficient thickness to
serve as a dielectric.[1, 2] Among the physical properties of dielectrics, the surface roughness
is a particularly interesting one. On a rough surface adhesion promoting layers can be dis-
pensed, which greatly simplifies device architecture and production.[104, 114] Early studies
implied a decrease in device performance due to a roughened surface.[115] The roughness of
the dielectric’s surface is typically described by the rms roughness extracted via AFM. The
rms roughness is defined for N points with individual height deviations ri from the mean:
Rrms =
√
1
N
N∑
i=1
r2i (2.3)
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In further studies, a limiting rms. roughness of 0.9 nm was found, for higher rms. roughness
the OFET performance degraded.[116] Typical rms roughness for parylene films are several
nm rms.[1, 2]
In contrast, OFET performance was found to be independent from roughness in other cases.
[117] This was rationalized as a consequence of the lateral length scale of the roughness.[118]
If the height variations on a small length-scale, i.e. the unit cell of individual semiconducting
molecules, are negligible, crystal growth can be unaffected and surface scattering small. Only
recently, systematic studies of the height correlation length versus OFET performance have
been conducted,[119] which support these findings and interpretations.
In this line, we performed an In-Situ growth experiment:[2] The OFET operation onset and
evolution during deposition of the organic semiconductor pentacene on rough parylene-C di-
electrics were recorded and evaluated. The OFET current was found to set on below one
monolayer of pentacene and further evolution of the OFET characteristics showed no influ-
ence of the surface roughness. We demonstrated that the pentacene polycrystalline film grew
unaffected by the parylene-C surface roughness, which was found to display a lateral correla-
tion length of ca. 100 nm by AFM analysis.
Due to early studies on artificially roughened surfaces, it was found necessary to apply pla-
narization layers, i.e. a additional material layer which gives a reduced surface roughness
compared to the original surface it is applied to.[120] However, planarization layers were also
applied in systems,[107] where recent results imply that it is unnecessary and surface rough-
ness actually has the advantage of making adhesion promoters unnecessary.[104] Thus, the
findings on the influence are important for potential industrial implementation of OFETs.
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CHAPTER 3
AMMONIA READOUT IN SOLUTION
APPLIED TO ENZYMATIC UREA
DETECTION AND SEMICONDUCTOR
MORPHOLOGY BASED OPTIMIZATION OF
RESPONSE TIME
Part of findings in this discussion have been published in Werkmeister et al. [3]. The publica-
tion is attached as full text in Appendix A.
In the previous chapter OFET operation in solution was demonstrated. This OFET architec-
ture was designed such that mechanical flexible device structures were possible. Next, this
architecture was further developed to an selective biosensor: the enzyme urease was cova-
lently bound to the surface of the OFET and urea detected via measurement of the ammonia,
which resulted from the hydrolysis of urea.
3.1 UREA BIOSENSORS
The urea cycle is the strategy of higher animals, e.g. humans, to bind nitrogen waste. Nitrogen
waste results for example from enzymatic conversion of glutamine to glutamate[60] and more
in general, is an endpoint of amino acid metabolism. The nitrogen waste is present as ammo-
nia, which would be toxic in high concentrations, thus it is converted into urea. Therefore, it
is a medical indicator,[121, 122] which has stimulated research in urea (bio)sensors.[83, 84]
Progress of dialysis can be monitored with urea sensors to adjust the treatment time to the
needs of individual patients.[123] Urea is also used as fertilizer,[85] and consequently, mea-
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surement of urea concentrations in water supplies is of high interest.[83, 84] As fertilizer,
urea is the source of nitrogen for plant growth. Here, urea is enzymatically hydrolyzed
into carbon dioxide and ammonia, where evaporation of the later is a major nitrogen loss
mechanism.[85] The enzyme facilitating the hydrolysis of urea is urease, which is also ap-
plied in urea biosensors.[83, 84, 124]
Urea (bio)sensors based on various readout mechanism have been demonstrated. As such
conductivity,[124] pH-shifts at pH-sensitive membranes[74] and with ISFETs,[125] and record-
ing of electron transfer of electrochemical reactions,[126] have been used to detect urea and
measure its concentrations. Interestingly, also inhibition of urease by several substances can
be used to determine concentrations of these substances, e.g. arginine.[127]
Urease catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea CO (NH2)2 to ammonium and carbon dioxide:
CO (NH2)2 + 3 H2O→ CO2 + 2 NH
+
4 + 2 OH
− (3.1)
Ammonium and ammonia coexist in solution coupled by an chemical equilibrium.[3, 128]
Ammonia can diffuse through unpolar encapsulation layers. Then it can interact with the or-
ganic semiconductor and change the OFET performance, which is utilized in gas sensors.[86,
129–131] Thus, this mechanism can be used for the detection of urea with OFETs instead of
the previously applied mechanisms, such as pH shifts. This detection scheme has been utilized
for urea sensors with inorganic capacitive gas sensors.[132]
3.1.1 MEASUREMENT CHAMBER AND OFET DESIGN
The starting point for the design of the measurement chamber was a commercial flow cham-
ber, the sticky-Slide VI 0.4 from ibidi GmbH (Germany). For this sticky-Slides, the bottom
of the flowchamber is open and any planar sample or a foil can be glued to the sticky slide
at the bottom of the flow-channel via double side adhesive tape. To facilitate electrical con-
tacting of the OFETs glued to the flowchamber via spring contacts, holes were drilled into the
Figure 3.1: Picture of an OFET glued to a modified flow-chamber. The Pt/Ir wires used as solution
gates are visible in the individual channels. The right side displays a zoomed-in picture of the OFET
sample.
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Slides at the later positions of the contact pads on the OFETs to facilitate electrical contact
with a computer controlled milling machine. These holes, and the contacts, are isolated from
the solution in the flow-channel by the adhesive tape. Since the factory applied adhesive tape
gets ruptured during drilling, the original adhesive tape is first ripped off and after drilling a
new tape is applied and patterned for use. The drilling and the glue limit the total number of
applicable contacts on the OFET, since all these contacts must be placed in the areas outside
of the flow-channel and the minimum distance is set by the minimum possible spacing of the
spring-contacts and the contact pads as well as the distance necessary to obtain a seal by the
glue. Here, 9 vias were drilled on each side of the flow-channel with a diameter of 0.8 mm
each and a distance of 1.25 mm center to center and nominally 0.3 mm from the rim of the
flow-channel to the rim of the via. Consequently, the design of the OFETs was done with
respect to the Slides.
For the OFET design, photolithography was chosen for the patterning of electrodes and di-
electrics, and microscopy cover slip slides were chosen as fabrication substrates. Their size
of 18 mm times 24 mm was chosen because of two reasons. On the one hand, these slides
covered the whole flow-channel in the sticky-Slide VI 0.4. On the other hand, they were com-
patible with the available processing equipment. Each OFET in the channel got its own gate
electrode, so that the sample could still be used when one gate electrode displayed a short-
circuit to the electrolyte. With this and the total 18 contact possibilities available per channel
6 OFETs per channel can be implemented. In each channel, 2 OFETs had a channel length L
of 20 µm and channel width W of 24 mm, 2 a L of 10 µm and W of 49 mm, and 2 a L of µm
and W of 99 mm. These different channel lengths make the design more general applicable
for tests with respect to basic OFET properties, such as contact resistance[133]. Also, the
contacts and contact resistance can be the actual detection mechanism, and this effect must
be separated from the impact on the semiconducting channel,[134] which is possible with the
designed architecture.
A fabricated OFET sample attached to a modified chamber is displayed in Fig. 3.1 and the
preparation protocol for the flow-chambers as well as information on the measurement setup
and protocols is given in Appendix D.
3.1.2 PARYLENE ENCAPSULATION LAYER
For the OFET architecture, parylene-C was chosen as a replacement for the previously applied
TTC layer. As discussed in the previous chapter 2.5, the TTC encapsulation showed break-
down of the dielectric properties after several hours. One possible explanation is thinning of
the encapsulation layer during the experiment. A crosslinked encapsulation layer would lessen
or completely avoid this problem. Parylene-C showed good performance as bottom gate di-
electric in solution (section 2.5), can be deposited as 100 nm thin films onto the OFET via
CVD, and has a physically crosslinked structure. While, CVD of parylene-C does damage the
organic semiconductor film to some extend, the OFETs retained good performance in the used
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Figure 3.2: a) Threshold voltage (squares) and slope/capacitance (circles) shifts with pH-value. Black
symbols give the initial response with urease. Green symbols represent measurements after exposure to
a pH-value of 10.3. Red symbols represent the behavior for and after exposure to pH of 3.65. b) Urea
response for first exposure to 5 mM urea in DPBS and for a second exposure of the same concentration
of urea. In the second exposure, nearly no further current drop takes place.
sample architecture. The characterization of parylene-C coatings as an encapsulation layer for
OFETs operated in solution was published as supporting information and can be found in the
appendix B.
While chemically rather inert, the surface of parylene-C can be activated by oxygen plasma
treatment for subsequent functionalization.[135] However, this treatment necessitates the use
of an oxygen stable organic semiconductor, here DNTT, instead of pentacene, since pentacene
displayed an insufficient stability versus the oxygen plasma treatment in the studied system.[3]
3.1.3 AMMONIA AND UREA DETECTION
Detection of urea is done via the hydrolysis of urea, and more specifically in the discussed
case by the interaction of the OFET with the reaction products. The two noteable interac-
tion mechanisms are the interactions with ammonia and the corresponding pH-value change
of the solution. Consequently, it is imperative to investigate the pH-response of the proposed
OFETs.
Note that pH-response of systems with additional layers changes. Such layers modify the
capacitance, chemical concentrations, and chemical surface group composition at the OFET
surface.[71] Most notably, these surface layers give rise to a Donnan’s equilibrium, which can
be modeled as an effective capacitance dependent on the ionic strength of the solution as well
as the density of fixed charges in the surface layer.[71] The later will in turn depend on the
(local) pH-value of the solution.
As published,[3] the initial increases in current with pH-value are due to a threshold voltage
shift and a change in capacitance (see Fig. 3.2 a). A change in the mobility can be excluded
due to the hydrophobic parylene-C encapsulation. However, for pH-values, at which the ure-
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ase would degrade, the pH response changes. For the alkaline regime after potential urease
degradation, it was observed that the capacitance first stays constant and only the threshold
voltage values change to different absolute values than before. The consequent test for acidic
pH-values showed that the capacitance again jumps to a new value, which is constant within
given accuracy during the rest of the experiments. For the threshold voltage shifts, a con-
sistent step shift can again be observed for high pH-values, otherwise the threshold voltage
shifts are negligible. The change of behavior with potential urease degradation can also be
explained with breaking of the covalent surface anchoring or both effects occurring at dif-
ferent pH-values. Both processes would effectively change the surface composition and thus
capacitance and surface charges. Here, it is noteworthy that the pH-dependence set by a pris-
tine parylene-C encapsulation is given by the surface potential of the used Pt/Ir wire and no
capacitance shifts occur.
In practice, the response is found to be ammonia dominated. The ammonia produced in the
hydrolysis of urea causes a current decrease. Via this current decrease urea can be detected.
This current decrease is the dominant signal, which is used for the urea detection.[3]
On the experimental timescale the current reduction remains constant. Further exposures to
urea concentrations, which have been tested with the same concentration before, give rise to
not significant response (see Fig. 3.2 b). The ammonia impact on individual OFET parameters
is superimposed with the pH-response of the OFET. In total, ammonia effectively gives rise
to a current decrease, which is the signal used for urea measurement. The current response is
effected by the ammonia molecules, which diffuse to or into the organic semiconductor film.
Thus, this process can be explained by 1D diffusion. The current response was modeled by a
solution of Fick’s second law of diffusion in 1D. A solution with the boundary conditions of
c(x = 0) = cS , a fixed surface concentration, and c(x = ∞) = c0, a bulk concentration is, for
the concentration c(x, t) at time t and distance x from the reservoir is:
c(x, t) = cS − (cS − c0) · erf
(
x
2
√
D · t
)
(3.2)
D is the diffusion constant and er f (x) the errorfunction. The transient current response of the
OFETs upon ammonia introduction was fitted with the equation:
I(x, t) = I0 − I · erfc
(
x
2
√
D (t − t0)
)
(3.3)
Here, I(x, t) is the OFET current at time t and distance x of the reservoir, with ammonia in-
jection at time t0. The function er f c(x) is defined as er f c(x) ≡ 1 − er f (x). This solution
assumes a constant surface concentration at the reservoir interface and assumes a one-to-one
correspondence of current decrease to ammonia concentration. Consequently, it is only appli-
cable to short timescales, since this approximation is not valid any more at long timescales,
when the film response begins to saturate. Equation 3.3 can be used to fit the transient current
response and extract an effective diffusion constant.[3]
The physical interaction, which is the reason for the impact of ammonia on p-type organic
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semiconductors is still under debate, however the two most likely candidates are base de-
doping and dipolar disorder.[86] The current model typically applied is diffusion of ammonia
into the organic semiconductor film.[86, 136] Another model is adsorption of the ammonia
molecules onto the organic semiconductor film.[137] Here, adsorption in/at grain boundaries,
which has been shown important for alcohol vapor detection,[138] could also give rise to the
observed responses.
3.2 INVESTIGATION OF AMMONIA RESPONSE
Part of findings in this discussion have been published in Werkmeister et al. [4]. The publica-
tion is attached as full text in Appendix A.
While the OFETs based on parylene as substrates and dielectrics enable mechanical flexible
device configurations, the use of the commercial flowchambers means that this property is not
applicable. When the sample is glued to the bottom of the flowchamber, the mechanical prop-
erties of the flowchamber set the effective properties of the OFET to be flat and not mechanical
flexible. While it is desirable to have mechanical flexibility in the biosensor in general, for the
precise case of the flowchamber here, a rigid, planar structure is sufficient from a practical
viewpoint. Therefore, the photoresist SU-8, which was already used for encapsulation of elec-
trical leads, was investigated for its suitability to serve as dielectrics in OFETs.
3.2.1 SU-8
The commercial negative tone photoresist SU-8 from MicroChem has long been used to
fabricate high resolution 3-D structures.[139] More recently, the dielectric properties were
investigated[140] and the findings triggered use of SU-8 as a dielectric.[141] In particular, the
possibility to apply photolithography for subsequent patterning of additional layers on top of
SU-8 makes it an interesting candidate for OFET fabrication.[141]
For this study, SU-8 was utilized as an encapsulation for electrical leads, which would other-
wise have been exposed to the electrolyte in biosensing experiments. Further, SU-8 2000.5
was used as a gate dielectric in OFETs. The detailed fabrication protocols developed for this
purpose can be found in Appendix C. The advantage of SU-8 2000.5 compared to parylene-
C is the fact that the fabrication of the layer as a permanent dielectric via photolithography
includes the patterning of the layer in the very same step.
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Figure 3.3: a) AFM micrograph of a DNTT film in the channel and on the electrode for SU-8 dielectric
based OFETs. b) Electrical characteristics for OFETs on SU-8 dielectrics with an SU-8 encapsulation
applied to the electrical leads. Decreasing the channel length by a factor of 2 increases the channel
width by a factor of 2 in the present design. Thus, the current should increase by a factor of 4 for a
decrease of the channel length by a factor of 2. This increase by a a factor of 4 is not the case, which
is an indication for contact resistance.
3.2.2 DNTT-MORPHOLOGY ON SU-8 AND OFETS
It was found in this study that growth of PVD processed DNTT on SU-8 dielectrics depends
on the prior processing of the dielectric. For as prepared SU-8 surfaces, DNTT films display
a pyramidal surface morphology, as expected for the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode. For
the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode, some layers grow layer by layer to later switch to the
3D growth, which gives rise to the pyramids. On SU-8 dielectrics, where the electrodes have
been patterned by a Lift-Off process however, the DNTT films are composed of single islands,
which percolate at later stages during growth (see Fig. 3.3 a). This growth mode is called
Volmer-Weber. This is in line, with the reports in the literature that the growth of the organic
semiconductor depends strongly on the dielectric’s surface energy.[90]
Another feature visible in morphology studies is that DNTT grows in a similar structure on
the Au electrodes as on the dielectrics (see Fig. 3.3 a). However, it should show disturbed
growth on clean Au electrodes. This behavior can be reproduced, if a clean Au electrode is
coated with SU-8, which is subsequently rinsed away. Consequently, SU-8 resist residuals
are a likely candidate to induce this growth behavior on electrodes. Interestingly, for OFET
samples without the last SU-8 encapsulation step, i.e. DNTT deposition after Lift-Off, the pe-
culiar DNTT growth on the Au electrodes is recovered. This implies that the Lift-Off medium
used, mr-Rem 400, does leave very little resist residuals on the Au electrodes.
Considering operation in solution, the well behaved growth of DNTT on the dirty Au elec-
trodes has the advantage that it reduces exposure of Au to the electrolyte and thus blocks
corresponding electrochemical reactions to some extend.
When evaluating the OFET parameters, the difference in DNTT morphology on the Au
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electrodes is reflected in the threshold voltage. Typically, for OFETs without SU-8 encapsu-
lation, the threshold is about +20 V, while for OFETs with SU-8 encapsulation the threshold
is typically quite positive with about +50 V. Consequently, the encapsulation poses a tradeoff
between highly positive threshold voltages of the bottom gate versus operation with a gate
voltage applied via the solution. However, the preferred operation via the solution side gate
was still feasible. The hysteresis is around 20 V, which is expected for an 3D growth semicon-
ductor film morphology.[142] Saturation mobilities extracted from the OFET characteristics
are ≈ 0.01 cm
2
V s . Figure 3.3 b) displays a transconductance curve set of OFETs on one sample.
3.2.3 ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF DNTT
Before gating an OFET via a solution gate, it is instructive to perform electrochemical mea-
surements. Such measurements can yield the possible potential window for operation as well
as general behaviour under electrolytes, such as electrochemical doping.[143] The two typi-
cal measurements are cyclic voltammetry (CV) and Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
(EIS or also ECIS).[62] A detailed description and theory on CV and EIS can be found in the
book of Bard and Faulkner.[62]
With CV, the electron transfer associated with reduction or oxidation reactions is measured.
Here, the reaction is driven by an externally applied electrical potential. Consequentially,
the potential, which governs the chemical equilibrium, is set by the combined chemical and
electrical potential, the electrochemical potential. In CV, the electrical potential is cyclically
swept, such that occurrence of oxidation and reduction, or the absence of the backreaction
can be recorded via the charge transfer associated with the reaction. From the position of the
peak-pairs of the reaction and corresponding backreaction, the potential of the energy level
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Figure 3.4: a) SEM micrograph of a 46 nm DNTT layer deposited on bare Au. There are clearly visible
big features. b) AFM micrograph of 50 nm DNTT on pretreated Au. The morphology is similar to the
situation on SU-8 dielectrics.
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versus the potential reference, and thus versus the vacuum energy can be deduced. However,
such measurements have systematic deviations, for example often organic semiconducting
molecules in solution instead of in thin films are measured. This has to be considered if the
absolute position of the molecular energy frontier levels shall be deduced.[35]
In this study, the organic semiconductor is deposited as a thin film on the electrode, which
best resembles the situation in the OFETs. For PVD deposited small molecules organic semi-
conductors, growth on metal electrodes is often disturbed. Consequently, one has to take great
care in measurements of DNTT thin films coated on electrodes, such as Au electrodes, since
artifacts can arise from electrochemical reaction of the Au electrode with the electrolyte. On
pristine Au electrodes, DNTT grows greatly disturbed with respect to OFET samples (see Fig.
3.4 a). In contrast, if the Au electrode is treated with an SU-8 encapsulation, which is rinsed
away with the SU-8 developer, DNTT grew comparably to the situation on dielectrics (see Fig.
3.4 b). Indeed, only on treated Au electrodes one does not measure electrochemical reactions
of the Au. The energy frontier level of DNTT was extracted on treated Au electrodes to -5.16
eV, with errors related to the potential extraction estimated to ±0.05 eV, owing to extraction
of peak positions (see Fig. 3.5 a). However, the SU-8 residual layer on the Au as well as
the different molecular orientation can reduce the charge transfer. This reduces signal level
and makes the absolute measured current potentially to deviate from intrinsic properties. The
energy frontier level measurement was only dependent on the potential to drive the reaction
and its backreaction and is not sensitive to charge transfer limitations.
EIS is an investigation technique, which enables extraction of dielectric properties and prop-
erties of the interfaces of a sample structure.[143, 144] Because of chemical reactions, which
can be driven by the electrical potential, the amplitude of the alternating voltage is typically
chosen to be low. Here, it is 10 mV. Formation of an electrochemical double layer (EDL)
and no electrochemical doping can be assumed, if the phase is close to -90 degree for low
excitation frequencies (<100 Hz),[143] i.e. the measurement displays pure capacitive behav-
ior. Indeed, for DNTT grown on treated Au electrodes, this is the case for no applied external
potential.
The Escan is another investigation method for semiconductors.[143] It extends EIS measure-
ments by conducting them with several potential offsets applied. This technique is related to
the capacitance-voltage measurements in semiconductors.[33] The interesting feature of an
Escan in the present sample geometry is that it can indicate whether or not electrochemical
reactions/doping occur within the potential window of OFET operation. If the capacitance
measured increases above the capacitance realistic for an EDL, obviously the relevant process
cannot be charging of the EDL at the boundary. Indeed, changes in doping level can be respon-
sible for higher apparent capacitance, a feature used in high performance OECTs.[58] Further,
electrochemical reactions of the Au electrode can produce artifacts in the measurements, es-
pecially at low frequencies. Consequently, not only in CV measurements the growth of the
organic semiconductor on the electrode has to be considered. With treated Au electrodes the
capacitance tripled, as the potential is increased from 0.2 V to -0.4 V (see Fig. 3.5 b). This
can be interpreted as the accumulation of charges at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface,
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Figure 3.5: a) Cyclic voltammetry of a 30 nm DNTT film on a pretreated Au-electrode. Potentials were
applied versus a leakage-free Ag/AgCl reference electrode and the supporting electrolyte was 1 mM
NaCl in water. b) Escan of the same sample as for a). The shift from depletion to accumulation is
visible. For higher potentials the accumulation tends not to saturate, however, does not exceed typical
EDL capacitance.
so that the EDL at the interface gets the dominant contribution of the semiconductor layer.
Before the semiconductor layer behaves rather as a dielectric layer. The capacitance increases
further with potential, but stays at values acceptable for a EDL (ca. 10 µF/cm2 [143]), which
is an indication for the absence of electrochemical doping.
3.2.4 SOLUTION-GATED OFETS BASED ON DNTT
Given the results from the electrochemical characterization, it is reasonable to assume that
DNTT based OFETs can be operated solution gated. Pentacene has a similar energy frontier
level as DNTT and can be operated via a solution gate, if the operation voltages are limited to
0.4 V.[145] Indeed, DNTT OFETs can be operated via solution gate. Solution gate potential
up to VGS = −0.5 V can be applied. However, electrolyte current, i.e. current between the Pt
wire and the source, increases with gate potential. This could be leakage current or Faradaic
current associated with electrochemical reactions. Consequently, the applied gate potentials
were limited to VGS ≥ −0.4V in following experiments. With these samples operated as
Double-Gate OFETs, one can extract the same information as in the previous chapter,[1] i.e.
the ratio of the transconductances and extract the double layer capacitance. Here, the top-gate
capacitance is a combination of the EDL at the electrolyte-semiconductor interface and the
gate-electrolyte interface. Such behavior is important in some sensing approaches, where the
change of gate capacitance is monitored.[72] The extracted value for the EDL capacitance is
on the order 100 µFcm2 , in good agreement with values in the literature[145] and with the result
from the previous Escan measurements (section 3.2.3).
The shift of transistor characteristics with pH is different to the situation with urease attached,
since there are no functionalization layers. Fig. 3.6 a) displays the shift of threshold values
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Figure 3.6: a) pH dependence of the threshold voltage (black squares) and slope (red circles) on the
pH value in solution. The slope change could be connected to the limited stability OFET characteristics
instead of pH. b) Shift in OFET transconductance curves as measured after 0.5 h of operation.
with pH of the buffer solution. The threshold shift is dominated by the potential dependence
of the electrode; both, the semiconductor and the gate electrode interface can have chemical
groups, which get recharged upon pH-change. DNTT is relatively stable and chemically inert,
while Pt-interfaces are known to display potential shifts like the ones observed here.[67] In
difference to the situation with urease attached, the slope of the OFET is nearly constant during
the measurement. The slope change indicates only minor chemical doping or problems with
parameters extraction.[4]
Some problems related to all measurements of directly solution gated OFETs in solutions
of physiological strength is the stability of the OFET characteristics.[146] Also for the here
reported OFETs such a drift is visible (see Fig. 3.6 b)). Here, the 3D morphology of the
organic semiconductor film has negative impact,[142] since it increases the surface-to-volume
ratio and has many grain boundaries. Regarding the stability, improvements are expected upon
application of a encapsulation layer, such as the previously presented thin parylene-C layers[3]
or lipid bilayer membranes.[146]
3.2.5 AMMONIA DETECTION
Ammonia detection was tested with the SU-8 dielectric OFETs.[4] Tests were performed with
directly solution gated OFETs as well as parylene encapsulated ones. For the directly solu-
tion gated samples, the response time was ca. 2 s in the optimized case. Similar results were
obtained with solution gated OFETs on parylene-substrates. A slower response with a higher
residual current saturation was observed with different processing chemicals used.[4] For the
encapsulated samples, the diffusion time had two different current response timescales. First,
a fast component as in the solution gated case. Second, a slow response component was ob-
served, which reproduced the results from the previous study on urea detection on diffusion.[3]
The decrease in current could be fitted with equation 3.3 and gave a comparable effective dif-
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Figure 3.7: a) Transient response to 10 mM NH3 of a parylene-N capped OFET. b) Transient recording
of current responses to consequent ammonia exposures of a OFET as in a).
fusion constant as in the previous study.[3]
Here, the Volmer-Weber growth gives rise to a high surface to volume ratio and many grain
boundaries, which increase adsorption type interactions.[138] Related, the semiconductor film
morphology also offers many pathways for diffusion and decreases diffusion distance for ef-
fects in the channel.[86] Thus, independent on the precise interaction type, the film morphol-
ogy yields improved ammonia response. A similar morphology driven enhancement of am-
monia response has recently been reported.[137] If an encapsulation is used, the thickness of
the encapsulation sets the diffusion distance and is thus another parameter for optimization.[4]
Corresponding to this finding, a parylene-N layer thinner than the previously used parylene-C
layers deposited onto DNTT based OFETs gave rise to a reduced response time of 20 s (see
Fig. 3.7 a)). However, the thickness of the parylene-N layer on the DNTT could not be mea-
sured with sufficient accuracy to extract the diffusion time. These encapsulation layer also
enabled recording the injection of 0.5 mM NH3, due to the stabilization of the OFET current
versus drift (see Fig. 3.7 b)). However, in line with the earlier findings,[1] these parylene-N
encapsulation layers supported only a limited time of operation of a few hours at best, which
is not sufficient to apply these layers for measurement series.
Further, the morphologies, which give faster response times, are typically correlated to higher
sensitivity.[86] This can be qualitatively understood by the fact that faster response is bound
to more interaction site or easier access of molecules to interaction sites. In order to test
this, OFET response was recorded for different ammonia exposures. Indeed, unambiguous
response can be recorded for ammonia exposures (≤ 0.5 mM NH3), which are smaller than for
the previous architecture (1 mM NH3).[3] However, limited stability of the OFET character-
istics poses at the moment the boundary condition for sensitivity. This could be addressed in
the future by better encapsulation layers, different organic semiconductors, and more refined
OFET fabrication protocols.
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this work, parylenes were demonstrated as feasible substrates and dielectrics for fabrication
of micro-patterned, mechanical flexible OFETs. Such OFETs could be operated in solution.[1]
Further, sub-monolayer percolation of pentacene in OFETs on the rough parylene dielectrics
was observed and the subsequent evolution of the OFET performance evaluated.[2] These
projects set the stage for the application of such OFETs for urea detection. Urease was co-
valently bound to the OFET and physiological urea concentrations in buffer solutions were
detected via the resultant ammonia.[3] Ammonia detection was interpreted as the diffusion
of ammonia molecules from solution into or to the OFET channel. This detection was as in
gas sensors, however with a slow response time due to slow diffusion pathways. Omitting the
parylene-C dielectric layer gave rise to a improvement in response time of up to two orders
on magnitude.[4] However, for stable OFET operation, an encapsulation layer is beneficial. A
possible solution would be to use very thin encapsulation, e.g. lipid bilayers.[147] Another
possibility to improve stability are organic semiconductors with ordered alkyl side chains at
the semiconductor-electrolyte interface.[148] A DNTT derivative could be suitable here, such
as C10-DNTT.[149]
Interestingly, the ammonia seems to remain in the DNTT layer after exposure in solution. The
OFETs can be regenerated in vacuum and potentially in air, thus the ammonia is not covalently
bound. Possibly, the holes in an OFET in operation give rise to a strong interaction with the
ammonia. Here, it could be possible to drive regeneration by injection of (minority carrier)
electrons into the channel.[52, 150] The interaction between ammonia and electrons would
not be as favorable as with holes, and release of ammonia could be activated.
The demonstration of ammonia detection in solution via OFETs has several important impli-
cations. Ammonia detection can be the dominant detection signal, which relaxes the necessity
of reference electrodes often employed in pH-sensitive transducers. Further, ammonia detec-
tion can be improved by applying knowledge gained from optimization of gas sensors. Since
ammonia/ammonium is often a byproduct of enzymatic reactions,[60, 151] its presence can
disturb the output of OFETs applied in biological environments. Interestingly, OECTs seem
to be rather insensitive to this effect,[60] potentially due to their degenerative doping.
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Figure 4.1: Photograph of a OFET with a parylene-C foil substrate. The OFET architecture is the
same as for the reported sensors.[3, 4]
Some enzymatic reactions, which produce ammonia, are involved in transport of neurotrans-
mitters. Namely, glutamate and glutamine couple via a enzymatic pathway in neurotransmitter
transport and neuronal excitation.[152] The ammonia waste of neurons has been determined
to activate surrounding astrocytes.[152] If neurons and astrocytes are both present, their co-
operative behavior modifies enzymatic activity.[153] Here, the developed ammonia detection
scheme could be employed to monitor ammonia levels in conjunction with neuronal activ-
ity measurements. The parylene-C in contact with the neuronal tissue/cell culture have been
demonstrated to be biocompatible in reports in the literature.[28] Furthermore, mechanical
flexible OFET sensor configurations are possible (see Fig. 4.1), which can be adjusted to
more complex sample environments than typical fluorescence microscopy.
Another neurotransmitter, nitric oxide has been reported to function as a switch for neuronal
remodeling.[154] Interestingly, nitric oxide and nitric dioxide gas sensors based on OFETs
have been developed for potential application in breath analysis.[155, 156] Consequently, it
should be possible to extend the proposed ammonia detection in cellular signaling to other
molecules. As a long term vision, the differential sensor arrays already realized for detection
of several gases[157, 158] could be transferred to a system in solution. This would enable
multi-analyte measurements in the same array with spatial resolution.
On SU-8 DNTT grows in Volmer-Weber instead of Stranski-Krastanov growth mode induced
by the photolithography fabrication steps. For pentacene, this transition is typically associ-
ated with better charge transport as reported in the literature.[90][141] This improved charge
transport is explained by a more dense morphology of the organic semiconductor grains.[159]
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However, for Stranski-Krastanov growth only the first monolayers are reported to contribute
to charge transport and these layers grow in a 2D layer-by-layer fashion.[160, 161] For SU-8
surfaces, it should be possible to change the growth mode by substrate temperature alone after
correct surface treatment.[141] In future, this can be an interesting system to study the struc-
tural changes due to growth mode and link them to the charge transport properties.
Growth on dielectric interface becomes more difficult to study on rough dielectrics. Here,
our In-Situ measurements revealed sub-monolayer percolation of pentacene thin films on
parylene-C dielectrics. Furthermore, OFET formation was identical to the situation on smooth
dielectrics. The used parylene-C dielectrics display a high surface roughness, however with
a rather long spatial correlation length. This situation should be similar in many commercial
available plastic foils, which also are expected to be applied in potential mass-production. Our
results imply that knowledge from research on model systems with smooth dielectric surfaces
can be directly transferred to these more practical substrates.
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We have studied parylene-N and parylene-C for their use as substrates and gate dielectrics in OTFTs.
Parylene-N films with a thickness of 300 nm show the required dielectric properties, as verified by
breakthrough-voltage measurements. The surface roughness measured for 300 nm thick parylene-N
films is 4–5 nm. However, initial growth of parylene depends on the subjacent surface. This results in
different thicknesses on Au electrodes and substrate materials for thin films. Capping of micro-
patterned Au-electrodes with a thin Al layer via lift-off results in homogenous parylene film thickness on
the whole sample surface. OTFTs are fabricated on glass with parylene-N as a gate dielectric and
pentacene as a semiconductor. The electrodes are patterned by photolithography enabling micrometer
sized features. The contact resistance is extracted by variation of the channel length. Modification of the
parylene dielectric layer surface by plasma treatment with oxygen after deposition allows shifting of the
threshold voltage to more positive values, however at the cost of increasing hysteresis. OTFTs fabricated
on thin parylene-C films can be peeled off and could result in flexible devices employing parylene-C foil
as a substrate. For a foil thickness of 3–4 mm, operational devices can be bent down to radii less than
1 mm, e.g. in the range of cannulas. Operation of such OTFTs with parylene-C as a gate dielectric in
liquids is demonstrated. The OTFT current can be modulated by the potential in the electrolyte as well
as by the bottom gate potential. This allows for application of such OTFTs as sensors in medical devices.
Introduction
Application of organic materials as active materials in sensors is
an emerging eld of research. Here, especially the possibility to
choose biocompatible materials and to construct mechanical
exible devices allows us to potentially outperform the estab-
lished inorganic semiconductor technology for practical appli-
cations, for example in medical applications.1 The organic
semiconductor pentacene is known to support the growth of
neural networks, thus it can be considered biocompatible for at
least several days.2 Parylene, another commonly employed
material in organic electronics, is FDA approved for implants.
Furthermore, it offers good dielectric properties and can be
deposited via chemical vapour deposition (CVD) at room
temperature forming insulating layers for e.g. gate dielectrics.
By careful choice of the employed materials biodegradable
devices could be achieved.3 The low energy cost for production
is another advantage of organic materials.
A number of sensors utilising organic semiconductors have
been demonstrated.4 One architecture family is the organic
electrochemical transistor (OECT), which can be used for
enzymatic sensing5 and barrier tissue evaluation.6 The sensing
relies on a dedoping mechanism of the active material. Another
principle is based on the classical eld effect transistor.7 Here,
charge carrier accumulation is controlled via a gate eld. The
accumulated charge carriers are transported through the
channel via an additional source–drain voltage, resulting in an
on-state current. Detection of targets relies on the shi of the
threshold voltage induced by adsorption of charged particles or
by changes of the chemical potential at the transistor–sample
interface. These principles have been developed for CMOS
technology,8 and have also been successfully applied to other
materials e.g. diamond.9 Similarly, sensors of this type based on
organic semiconductors are able to detect pH,10 penicillin,11
biotin,12 trimethylamine13 and DNA.14,15 In the later case, the
probes were covalently bound to the organic semiconductor,
highlighting the advantage of easy ways to functionalise the
sensor surface.15 Another interesting approach is the formation
of a lipid bilayer on the sensor, which allows the incorporation
of biological receptors at the sensor surface.16 In the line of
sensors employing organic semiconductors, we demonstrated a
transducer resembling the architecture of conventional double-
gate thin lm transistors (DGTFTs).17 To realise this experi-
ment, it was essential to identify tetratetracontane (TTC) as a
top gate dielectric.18
Our transducers are able to detect the adsorption of fatty
acids onto the sensor via a threshold-voltage shi both in top
gate as well as in bottom gate sweeps. A main drawback of our
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previous work is that it still utilises a silicon chip for the bottom
gate and the bottom gate dielectric. Although tissue is so, Si is
brittle, so interfaces between biological samples and the sensor
pose sources of inammation due to mechanical stress.19
Furthermore, in setups with optical microscopes working in
transmission, a transparent device is mandatory.
Here, we report our progress on the fabrication of exible
and micro-patterned OTFTs for biosensors based on pentacene
as a organic semiconductor.
Experimental results
Parylene, a widely used dielectric in organic electronics,20,21 is
chosen as the dielectric. It offers many advantages, such as high
dielectric strength, mechanical exibility and good optical
transparency. It can be easily deposited on glass slides for
transparent devices. Peeled off, parylene itself can also serve as
the substrate. This results in exible devices, which are already
used for fabrication of electrode arrays for in vivo recordings.22 It
has also been shown that one can conduct photolithography on
parylene, which enables the fabrication of micro-patterned
electrode structures on parylene.23
Growth study of parylene
The gate dielectric is a critical part of the device;24 here, thin
lms with good dielectric properties are required.25 Conse-
quently the dielectric materials, namely two variants of par-
ylene, parylene-N and parylene-C, are studied rst. Both are
deposited via CVD at temperatures ranging from 8 C to 15 C.
A capacitor structure with an area of 2 mm  2 mm and the
dielectric layer in between Au electrodes was used to test for
stability against breakthrough due to the applied voltages. The
parylene lm thickness was evaluated with a DekTak 6M. Par-
ylene-N lms of a thickness of 400 nm withstand an applied
voltage of at least 60 V. Working OTFTs can be fabricated with
dielectric layers from 300 nm onwards. In contrast, parylene-C
lms of a thickness of 600 nm withstand only 20 V or less. Thus
parylene-N was chosen, since it allows for thinner dielectric layers.
A surface roughness (rms) of less than 1 nm is preferable for
the preferred pentacene thin-lm phase growth. Thus parylene-
N and -C lms are evaluated for their surface roughness using a
Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM. The AFM micrographs were eval-
uated using the WSxM soware.26 For parylene-N, a surface
roughness of 4–6 nm is typical for a 300 nm thick lm.
Evaluation of the dielectric layer surfaces by AFM shows that
the thickness of the parylene-N layer is signicantly lower on
the Au electrodes than on the surrounding parylene substrate
(see Fig. 1). The same result is observed for different substrates
like borosilicate-glass or silicon-oxide. Since the Au electrodes
are higher than the surrounding substrate surface, one would
expect the parylene surface to appear higher on the Au elec-
trodes than on the substrate. This is in contrast to the measured
lower height on the Au electrodes. Once 6 nm of Al is evaporated
on top of a 25 nm Au electrode, patterned by photolithography,
the grown parylene lm is homogenous on the whole sample.
Such parylene-N lms are employed as gate dielectrics for the
fabrication of OTFTs.
OTFT fabrication and characterisation
OTFTs are fabricated on thin parylene-C foils as well as on glass
slides. The later offer a smooth substrate surface, which is
benecial for AFM studies. Furthermore, some OTFTs are
fabricated with electrodes dened by shadow masks and
photolithography. While photolithography allows for micro-
patterned electrode structures, shadow masks have restrictions
in feature size and obtained structures. However, patterning by
shadow masks is a solvent free process and it features faster
fabrication compared to photolithography.
The substrates (glass slides) are cleaned in acetone, iso-
propanol and puried water in an ultrasound bath for 10 min
each. For exible device congurations, a parylene-C (Plasma-
Parylene Systems GmbH) layer with a thickness of 2–4 mm is
deposited onto glass substrates via CVD in a home-built CVD-
chamber (Fig. 2a I). For the gate, 30 nm of Au and 6 nm of Al are
deposited using an e-beam UHV evaporation system. The gate is
patterned either by a li-off process (II) or by evaporation
through a shadow mask. For micro-patterned gates, the
Al-capping ensures homogenous parylene lm growth on the
whole sample surface. A 3 nm Ti sticking layer is added for
samples produced directly on the glass slides. Parylene-N is
deposited to a thickness of 400 nm as a gate dielectric (III). For
micro-patterned OTFTs, 30 nm of Au is patterned as the source
and drain electrodes via a subsequent li-off process (IV). This
is followed by the deposition of 30 nm of pentacene (Sigma
Aldrich, triple sublimed grade) (V). This results in micro-
patterned, bottom contact OTFTs. Alternatively, 30 nm of pen-
tacene is deposited rst, and the source and drain electrodes
(30 nm of Au) are evaporated through a shadow mask
(see Fig. 2b). This way, top contact OTFTs are fabricated.
The OTFTs are measured under ambient conditions
employing a Keithley 2612 Source Measure Unit. In general,
they show saturation mobility on the order of 103 cm2 V1 s1,
extracted from the slope of the square root of the current versus
the gate voltage in the saturation regime. Since the saturation
mobility is directly proportional to the current, it must be as
high as possible for good signal strength. Among different
devices the threshold voltage varies from 0 V to 15 V. The
Fig. 1 Parylene-N on Au. (a) AFM micrograph of parylene-N grown on a 4 mm Au
electrode on silicon dioxide. (b) Height profile extracted from the line indicated in (a).
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threshold voltage should be close to 0 V, because the threshold
voltage has to be compensated by the voltage applied to the
bottom gate in our DGTFT sensors. This was achieved in some
devices. For the previously demonstrated Si-oxide based trans-
ducers, the threshold voltage was always more negative with
values between 14 V and 30 V.17 The hysteresis can be as
small as 1 V ranging up to 10 V. A typical device example is given
in Fig. 3. The threshold voltage can be moved towards positive
threshold voltages by modifying the parylene surface with
oxygen groups. We use an oxygen plasma treatment, which
replaces the previously reported UV-treatment.28 The samples
are subjected to an oxygen plasma treatment in a LabAsh 100 at
2 torr oxygen pressure and 53 W incident power before depo-
sition of pentacene. An increasing shi of the threshold voltage
towards more positive voltages with increasing treatment times
is observed. However, any plasma treatment increases the
hysteresis (see Table 1).
When different channel lengths are fabricated in one step,
one can extract the contact resistance. The contact resistance
can limit the current through the channel resulting in a lower
saturation mobility of the device. For the electrode structures,
patterned by photolithography, different channel lengths at a
constant channel width of 1 mm are realised. 10 mm, 6 mm, 4 mm
and 2 mm are chosen as channel lengths. These dimensions
allow for a high number of individual sensors on a small area.
The resistance for the different channel lengths can be obtained
from the linear slopes of the conductance in source–drain
Fig. 2 Fabrication pathways. (a) Processing steps for bottom contact OTFTs with
electrode structures patterned by photolithography. For the lift-off process a
bilayer photoresist with LOR-3B and S1813G2 was spun onto the samples. (b)
Processing steps for the production of top contact OTFTs. (c) Photograph of three
top contact OTFTs fabricated on a thin parylene-C foil.
Fig. 3 Transistor characteristics. (a) Gate sweeps of a transistor fabricated on a
thin parylene-C foil. The black (squares) and red (circles) lines are the forward and
backward sweeps before taking the OTFT off the rigid support, the blue and
magenta ones are the corresponding sweeps of the flexible device after peeling
off. The black curves belonging to the logarithmic scale give the situation before
the peel off. (b) Source–drain voltage sweeps of the transistor in the rigid
situation.
Table 1 Threshold voltage shift upon functionalisation of the dielectric surface
by an oxygen plasma treatment (before deposition of the pentacene). The
threshold voltage is extracted from the backward sweeps at a source–drain
voltage of 20 V and a gate voltage of up to 32 V. The extracted data for two
batches are shown. On parylene-N, hole mobilities of pentacene of 0.55 cm2 V1
s1 have been reported, which have been measured at higher voltages27
Treatment
time [s]
Saturation mobility
[cm2 V1 s1]
Threshold
voltage [V]
Hysteresis
[V]
0 1.3  103 4.0 7.1
3 0.2  103 1.8 22.0
6 1.3  103 2.7 20.8
9 1.6  103 7.9 11.3
0 8.8  104 1.3 2.6
2 9.1  104 9.5 17.0
4 1.9  104 3.7 19.3
6 2.2  104 7.3 22.0
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voltage sweeps. Extrapolation to zero channel length allows us
to obtain the contact resistance.29 This results in a contact
resistance of 3 GU for a 1 mm wide channel. A pronounced
nonlinearity at low source–drain voltages is observed (see
Fig. 4).
For the exible conguration the nished devices produced
on a parylene-C lm are placed in a water bath. Aer soaking for
1 to 3 hours, the adhesion of the parylene lms is reduced and
the OTFTs are peeled off (Fig. 2a VI and c).
The electrical characteristics are recorded before and aer
they were stripped off their rigid support. All device character-
istics change aer the transistor is peeled off the rigid support,
presumably due to the mechanical stress. Remarkably, in some
cases some or all of the gures of merit are better aer the
transistor is peeled off. For the OTFT shown in Fig. 3, the
saturation mobility increased from 7  103 cm2 V1 s1 to 1 
102 cm2 V1 s1, when the OTFT was peeled off.
Once the devices are bent to a radius of a fewmm, a decrease
of the electrical properties can be observed. In terms of satu-
rationmobility the transistors retain above 60% of their original
performance for a bending radius of 1 mm. For a sample of a
thickness of 3 mm, the transistor can be bent around a cannula
with a radius of 800 mm, still showing transistor behaviour at a
decreased performance aerwards. In contrast, if wrapped
around a cannula with a radius of 400 mm, the transistor still
shows an on- and off-state, but the electrical characteristics of a
gate sweep deviate from the standard curve. Thus, one can
expect the devices to stay operational if wrapped around a
cannula with a radius of 800 mm (see Fig. 5). This would allow
for the intended use in medical treatment, for example for
medication triggered by transducer signals.
To demonstrate that such a device will be applicable as a
biosensor, operation with the OTFT channel immersed in
10 mM PBS buffer is tested. While in initial tests the parylene-N
layers have shown good dielectric properties immersed in
electrolytes, the parylene-N layer is found to have an insufficient
reliability in longer measurements. Thus we use parylene-C as
the dielectric for the sensing devices. While the lm thickness
of the dielectric layer has to be increased with respect to par-
ylene-N, the results of processing and OTFT performance can be
transferred. A 2 mm thick parylene-C layer serves as the bottom
gate dielectric. To cap the source and drain contacts, a photo-
resist with good dielectric properties (S1813G2) is spun onto the
nished micro-patterned OTFTs and baked at 120 C for 10
min. It is patterned using photolithography, such that only the
channel region is reopened again. A layer of 50 nm of TTC is
deposited on the top. This leaves the pentacene in the channel
region capped with 50 nm of TTC.
A droplet of 10 mM PBS buffer (degassed) is put on the
transistor and is brought into contact with a Pt–Ir wire, which is
glowed out with a Bunsen burner before the measurement.
Gate sweeps with both bottom and top gate are performed
at different xed potentials of the other electrode. The
Fig. 4 Source–drain voltage sweeps for different channel lengths. The curves are
colored in blue (circles) for the 2 mm, in red (upward facing triangles) for the 4 mm,
in black (squares) for the 6 mm and in yellow (sideward facing triangles) for the
10 mm long channel.
Fig. 5 Bending of the flexible transistors. Decrease of the saturation mobility
after bending the OTFT to small radii. The inset shows an OTFTwrapped around a
cannula.
Fig. 6 Transistor operation in 10 mM PBS buffer solution. (a) Bottom gate
sweeps at fixed top gate potential. For a more negative top gate potential,
additional charge carriers are accumulated, resulting in an increase in the current.
(b) Top gate sweeps at fixed bottom gate potential. The response of the top gate
is modulated by the bottom gate. For positive bottom gate potentials, the
semiconductor gets more depleted reducing the response to the top gate voltage
and conversely for more negative bottom gate voltages. Thus, the sensitivity of
the device can be tuned by the bottom gate.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013 J. Mater. Chem. B, 2013, 1, 3830–3835 | 3833
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source–drain voltage is set to 0.6 V. The leakage current
through the bottom gate dielectric is negligible and for the top
gate dielectric, the source–drain current is corrected for the gate
leakage current, as previously reported.17 The transistors can be
measured several hours, until nally breakdown of the top gate
dielectric occurs.
The transistor current can be clearly modulated by the
bottom as well as the top gate potential (see Fig. 6). The
extracted transconductance from the bottom gate sweeps is
4.0  1011 A V1, 8.0  1011 A V1 and 9.0  1011 A V1 for
+32 V, 0 V and32 V bottom gate potential, respectively. For the
top gate it is 4.5  1010 A V1, 8.0  1010 A V1 and 10.0 
1010 A V1 at +32 V, 0 V and 32 V bottom gate potential,
respectively. The ratio of the top gate to the bottom gate
transconductance calculated from these values is ca. 11.
Discussion
The disturbed growth of parylene lms on the bare Au elec-
trodes gives rise to sharp anks at the rims of the underlying
electrodes at least for thin lms. This distorted growth of par-
ylene on certain metals is described in the literature. Inhibition
of parylene growth on Au seems to be dependent on the precise
Au surface, since inhibition has not been reported in at least
one case.30 A capping of the Au electrode surface with a thin Al
layer gives rise to homogenous parlyene lm growth on the
whole sample surface for micro-patterned devices. For thin
dielectric layers (300 nm), the thin Al top layer in the micro-
patterned gate electrode is necessary to avoid the distorted
parylene growth on the gate. For thicker layers (mm), these
deviations may not be relevant.
The shi of the threshold voltage to more positive values and
increase of the hysteresis due to the addition of oxygen groups
to the surface are established effects.28 The oxygen plasma
treatment instead of UV-ozone assisted reactions may further
roughen the surface in comparison. Since parylene is known to
degrade under UV irradiation, the plasma approach may be
more gentle, since the UV degradation weakens the dielectric
properties of parylene.31 Both treatments can also be used as a
starting step for introducing functionality to the surface.32
The contact resistance of 3 GU extracted for our devices is
high in comparison with values found in the literature. While
contact resistance is reported to decrease with increasing
gate voltages,29 this may not be feasible in every application. A
Schottky barrier can give rise to the observed nonlinearity in
conductance at low source–drain voltages. Also trap states may
give rise to such effects.33 A decrease can be expected if the
electrode surface is treated with a functional layer.34,35
When the transistors are peeled off, some devices improve
while some degrade. This is encouraging since it indicates that
a controlled peel-off process may result in devices as good as on
solid support. The mechanism that changes the performance is
complex and may range from loss of material up to strain
induced phase transitions.36
Degradation of OTFTs at controlled bending radii is a well-
known effect, which is attributed to the displacement of mole-
cules within the thin lm.37 The degradation can be averted if
the organic semiconductor is placed in a neutral strain position.
This reduces the strain acting on the thin lm.38 However, this
may not be possible in sensor applications. Here, the organic
semiconductor is separated from the test sample only by a thin
capping layer, or it is even in direct contact with the sample.
In liquids, the OTFTs show stable performance for several
cycles and the gate leakage current in the case of the bottom
gate dielectric is negligible. The transconductance extracted for
the sweep of the bottom and the top gate at +32 V, 0 V and32 V
differ by a factor of 11. The expected factor is given by the ratio
of the capacitances of the top-gate dielectric (50 nm of TTC; 3r¼
1.3) and the bottom gate dielectric (2 mm parylene-C; 3r ¼ 2.95).
This ratio is calculated to CTTC/Cparylene-C ¼ 17.7 and ts
reasonably well to the extracted ratio of the top- and bottom-
gate's transconductances, as deduced from the theory of
DGTFTs. The modulation of the current by the top gate is the
principle of our sensor mechanism.17
Conclusions
The use of parylene as a substrate and dielectric enables the
production of exible OTFTs of just a few mm thickness. The
electrodes can be micro-patterned by li-off, which is a paral-
lelisable technique that allows for high throughput processing.
The materials utilized in production of the devices are all
biocompatible. This is mandatory for interfacing with tissue.
Especially the possibility of wrapping the OTFTs around
cannulas, with the transistors staying operational, already
shows possible future applications. The processes involved in
the change of the device characteristics upon taking the OTFTs
off the rigid support are certainly worth further attention.
Operation of such devices fabricated on glass in PBS buffer
solution is demonstrated. This further points to future appli-
cations of such devices as biosensors. The presented devices
serve as the starting point for our ongoing work to realise ex-
ible and optical transparent biosensors.
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We determine the evolution of electrical characteristics of pentacene transistors on rough parylene-C
substrates during the physical vapor deposition of pentacene. Here, the changing field effect transistor
characteristics are recorded in real time. The root mean square (rms) roughness of the parylene-C dielec-
tric is 7 nm, which is much larger than the size of the pentacene molecule (1.5 nm). In spite of this huge
roughness, we observe a source-drain current before nominal film thickness of a monolayer equivalent, i.
e. pentacene is able to percolate for sub-monolayers, as in the case for very smooth substrates. This sug-
gests that the pentacene film is able to conformally cover the rough substrate.
 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
In organic electronics, it is well known that the gate dielectric
has a huge influence on the growth mode of semiconducting thin
films and on device performance [1]. Consequently, organic semi-
conductor film formation has been studied extensively for a large
number of gate dielectric materials [2,3]. In this context, the role
of surface roughness of the dielectric is not very clear. Rough
dielectric surfaces often impair the performance of organic transis-
tors; this has been observed for inorganic [4] as well as organic
dielectrics [5]. However, some studies also report that increasing
roughness does not degrade transport properties [6]. Resolving
these conflicting reports is of special interest from a technological
point of view, since utilizing rough substrates holds various indus-
trial benefits like the lack of need for smoothing- and contact adhe-
sion layers [7]. Most authors report the rms roughness r, i.e. the
variance of the height fluctuations, to quantify the corrugation of
surfaces. Strictly speaking, this rms roughness describes the height
variations between two surface positions in the limit of large lat-
eral separation R. However, height changes occurring at larger lat-
eral length scale (e.g. waviness) have been found not to impair
device performance, in contrast to those at short lateral length
scale [8]. The explanation for this very likely originates in the
growth mode of the first molecular layers of the semiconducting
layer. Typically, transistor performance is investigated for com-
plete devices with rather thick films. However, the charge carrying
layer is situated at the dielectric – semiconductor interface within
the first few monolayers [9]. Optimization of organic transistors is
therefore strongly dependent on insight on early stage thin film
formation. Experimental evaluation of such thin layers via AFM is
limited by tip quality and tip size and therefore is restricted to fea-
ture sizes of several nm up to microns [10,11]. Diffuse X-ray scat-
tering techniques on the other hand allow to study lateral height
variations from Angstroms to nm scale [12]. However, most studies
focus on surface roughening of films with increasing thickness
rather than roughness of ultrathin films on a rough substrate
[10]. Especially, sub-monolayer studies of organic semiconductor
thin film growth are generally restricted to smooth surfaces such
as SiO2 [13].
A second aspect of the evolution of a conduction channel is, that
some organic semiconductors form a non conductive dead layer in
presence of highly disturbed electrostatic landscapes [14]. This dis-
turbance can be effected by a rough topography or open binding
sites on the dielectric surfaces. In that case the onset of charge
transport is delayed. To gain insight into the percolation behavior
of semiconducting thin films and thereby the formation of active
layers in deposition grown electronic devices, it is advantageous
to measure percolation by the onset of device performance.
Here, we explore the influence of the roughness of chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) grown parylene-C on OFET performance.
The roughness is intrinsic due to the CVD growth of parylene-C
[15]. Parylene-C is an FDA approved polymer, which is heavily used
as dielectric layer in sensors based on organic semiconductors
[16,17]. Parylene, deposited as gate dielectric on organic single
crystals, forms a trap free interface enabling record devices [18].
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.orgel.2015.08.009
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Furthermore, thin films deposited on parylene-C dielectrics, have
resulted in high performance organic transistors [19]. Interest-
ingly, intrinsic charge carrier mobility in pentacene thin films has
been found to be as high as 20 cm2/Vs, on parylene-N [20], which
has a similarly rough surface as parylene-C.
Several studies address the morphology and crystallinity of
pentacene film on parylene-C by X-ray diffraction [21], micro-
Raman spectroscopy [22] and AFM studies [23]. These studies
show crystallinity of pentacene films on rough parylene-C surfaces
and a characteristic grainy, 3-D like morphology. However, no con-
clusions were presented about the nature of the first monolayers,
which form the accumulation channel in field effect transistors [9].
The in-situ deposition experiment here provides experimental
access to the growth behavior of the first few monolayers with
sub-monolayer precision; we record trans-conductance character-
istics of an OFET in real time during deposition of the active mate-
rial [24,25]. The evolution of the electronic properties of the OFET
could thus be studied in dependence of the nominal film thickness.
2. Experiment and discussion
In detail, bottom gate, bottom contact samples were prepared
by depositing nominally 1.6 lm parylene-C as gate dielectric on
a glass slide with an Au gate. Next, 30 nm of Au were patterned
by shadowmask onto the parylene-C to yield source and drain con-
tacts with a channel width W of 2 mm and a channel length L of
50 lm.
In the experiment, pentacene was deposited at a rate of ca.
0.01 nm/s onto the sample, which was held at room temperature.
Before deposition, a gate sweep was recorded as baseline, then
the sample was exposed to the molecular beam and gate sweeps
were recorded continuously during the deposition (Fig. 1). The
applied source drain voltage (VSD) was held at 20 V for all shown
transport measurements. The film thickness was recorded by a
quartz crystal microbalance. The resulting dataset included the
film thickness, applied gate voltage, and source-drain current for
each voltage step in the gate sweeps. Each dataset was completed
by the measured source-gate current, to probe for leakage currents
through the dielectric, which however were within the noise limit.
The onset of the source-drain current is observed for a nominal
pentacene thickness of 1.2 nm, i.e. below the equivalent of a com-
plete monolayer. This onset and the corresponding baseline before
deposition are shown in Fig. 1a. The corresponding gate currents
after percolation (red curve in Fig. 1b) exhibits no deviation from
the sweep prior to drain-current onset (black curve). To demon-
strate the early stage evolution of the transistor characteristics,
the first five gate voltage sweeps, i.e. in-situ measurements to a
film thickness of about 5 nm, are depicted in Fig. 1c. The source-
drain current increases supralinearly with film thickness. These
results were reproducible for different batches of samples and for
different deposition rates of 0.01 and 0.02 nm/s.
While the evaluation of the electrical measurements reveal the
nature of early stage thin film growth, AFM shows no clear signa-
ture from the pentacene layer after percolation (Fig. 2) [26]. The
AFM micrograph at nominally 1.37 nm of pentacene (Fig. 2b) looks
very similar to the pristine parylene-C surface with an rms rough-
ness of ca. 7 nm rms on-top the Au gate (Fig. 2a), i.e. it is not pos-
sible to draw any conclusions about the early growth mode from
topography, because the sub-monolayer pentacene film cannot
be imaged, a common problem for rough substrates. The combina-
tion of both studies suggests that the first layer coated the sub-
strate conformally. Pentacene thin films at higher thicknesses,
here a nominal thickness of 12 nm and 57 nm, respectively, exhibit
granular topographies with grain sizes <300 nm (Fig. 2c and d)
[23]. This subsequent island growth for thicker films allows to
classify the growth mode of pentacene on parylene-C as the
Stranski–Krastanov (layer plus island) mode [25].
To understand how charge transport can occur on a sub-
monolayer scale on rough surfaces, it is necessary to estimate the
influence of height fluctuations at distances matching the unit cell
dimensions of organic semiconductors, i.e. distances of the order
1 nm, on the pi-system overlap. As the height difference correla-
tion function approaches zero for separation much smaller than
the correlation length n [10,12], i.e. it is quite possible that the
height difference at unit cell dimensions (lattice distortion) can
be very small, even for large rms r values. This implies that as long
as the lateral correlation length is large enough, a rather large rms
is tolerable.
Besides the influence of roughness on percolation, it is also
important to verify its influence on channel completion, which
should, from an electrostatic point of view, occur within the Debye
length. However, channel completion could be delayed due to
defects and other impurities. To answer this, we evaluate the evo-
lution of mobility, threshold and hysteresis of the OFETs from the
current in the saturation regime: ISD =W/2L * l * Ci * (VG  VT)2.
Fig. 1. Early growth stage in-situ measurement. (a) Transfer measurements of
early-stage pentacene deposition (forward and backward sweeps). First drain
currents occur at film thickness of 1.22 nm (0.8 ML). (b) Corresponding gate
current measurements. Here, the gate sweeps do not indicate any change after
percolation. (c) Transfer measurements of the first five gate voltage sweeps during
film deposition after drain current onset.
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Here, W is the channel width and L is the channel length, l is the
effective charge carrier mobility, Ci the capacitance of the dielectric
per area, VG the applied gate voltage and VT the threshold voltage.
For any given thickness interval, whose range is determined by the
sweep speed, the corresponding gate sweeps are shown in Fig. 3a.
To clarify the evolution of the device performance, mobility and
threshold voltage is extracted from the forward and backward
sweeps of the OFETs in the saturation regime from every sweep
(Fig. 3b and c, mobility shown for forward sweep direction). The
nominal film thickness is chosen as the value at the end of the
sweep, and assumed to be constant during the sweep.
During deposition of the first 3 monolayers (ML) the threshold
voltage experiences a steep shift of more than 15 V (Fig. 3b).
Within the same nominal thickness, the hysteresis, i.e. the differ-
ence between forward and backward sweep threshold voltage,
decreases rapidly from about 16 V to a value smaller than 1 V. Sim-
ilar behavior has been observed for pentacene OFETs on SiO2 [24].
The threshold voltage shift can be explained by an increase of deep
electron volume traps with increasing film thickness. Until a film
thickness of 3 ML, these traps are within the Debye length of the
transistor channel and consequently lay within the accumulation
layer. The hysteresis on the other hand arises due to traps at the
pentacene surface, which quickly grow out of the OFET channel
region. These traps are energetically shallower than the deep traps
that cause the threshold shift, since they can be filled and depleted
at room temperature. Beyond 3 ML the shifts saturate, because fur-
ther thickness increase occurs outside of the accumulation channel
of the transistor.
On the other hand, saturation mobility reproducibly continues
to increase up to a thickness of ca. 20 nm (Fig. 3c), which is far
beyond the Debye length. Investigation of the topography of pen-
tacene at the electrode edge reveals small grained pentacene
topography with deep valleys (Fig. 4). Such dewetting of pentacene
in the vicinity of gold is in fact a well known problem for bottom
contact geometry [27]. This suggests that also here, especially for
early stage film growth, the impaired film formation near and on
the gold contacts disturbs charge injection. Hence, the extracted
mobilities at early growth might be influenced by poor charge
injection and extraction, and therefore may not represent intrinsic
charge carrier mobility within the film. The ongoing increase in
measured mobility is likely to be caused by the improvement of
charge injection with film thickness. The final mobility is probably
not limited by the rough dielectric surface, but due to the overall
device preparation, which was adapted to the presented in-situ
study, using bottom contact geometry and pristine surfaces with-
Fig. 2. AFM micrographs of parylene-C covered by different thicknesses of
pentacene. (a) Pristine parylene-C surface. (b) 0.9 ML pentacene (1.37 nm) on
parylene-C; the film is percolated, i.e. conductive. (c) 12 nm pentacene on parylene-
C. (d) 57 nm pentacene on parylene-C. The z-scale is 77.7 nm for all micrographs.
Fig. 3. Electronic data from one in-situ growth measurement. (a) Gate voltage (VG)
sweeps, plotted against the nominal pentacene film thickness and the square root of
the source drain current ISD. For clarity, only every second sweep and every second
gate voltage data point is shown. (b) Threshold voltage (black downward facing
triangles) and hysteresis (red upward facing triangles). The vertical dashed line at
3 MLs indicates the region, where the threshold shift turns from rapid to slow. (c)
Mobility in linear (red circles) and logarithmic plot (black squares) in dependence of
the film thickness (extracted from forward sweeps). The vertical line indicates
saturation of the mobility at 13 MLs. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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out modifications. In fact, using an optimized device geometry, a
mobility of 0.81 cm2/Vs was reported for transistors with top con-
tact geometry on parylene-C dielectrics [28].
3. Conclusion
In conclusion, we performed in-situ deposition of pentacene on
a rough parylene-C dielectric and observed sub-monolayer perco-
lation of the pentacene film. This initial closed layer of pentacene
points to a Stranski–Krastanov growth mode. This demonstrates
that conformal monolayer growth is possible on rough substrates.
Like in the case of smooth dielectrics, subsequent transistor chan-
nel formation is dominated by electrostatic and charge injection
phenomena. In fact, saturation of electrical properties is observed
for the same film thickness as on smooth substrates. These findings
imply that, as long as conformal growth of the organic semicon-
ductor is possible, high surface roughness does not cause impaired
device performance. Consequently, one should explore rough sub-
strates as the choice for dielectric material more systematically.
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Abstract
Organic Field Effect Transistors (OFETs) are used to measure ammonia in solution via am-
monia diffusion into the OFET channel. Increases in ammonia concentrations result in a
decrease in transistor currents. The regeneration of the OFET current after ammonia uptake
is slow, which allows to read out the maximum ammonia dose which was applied. A 100 nm
parylene-C layer serves as a semipermeable top gate dielectric. The parylene layer is func-
tionalized with the covalently attached enzyme urease. The enzyme catalyzes the hydrolysis
of urea to ammonia and carbon dioxide, i.e. urea can be detected via its hydrolysis product
ammonia. The sensitivity covers the range of physiological concentrations of urea, which is
several mM.
My Contribution
I produced and prepared the transistor samples, performed the electrical experiments on the
transistors and the data evaluation. Teru Koide developed the surface functionalization and
validated the urea conversion in test series in solution. Furthermore, I wrote the manuscript
draft and designed the figures.
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Ammonia sensing for enzymatic urea detection
using organic field effect transistors and a
semipermeable membrane†
F. X. Werkmeister,a T. Koideab and B. A. Nickel*ac
Organic Field Effect Transistors (OFETs) are used to measure ammonia in solution via ammonia diffusion
into the OFET channel. An increase in ammonia concentrations results in a decrease in transistor currents.
The regeneration of the OFET current after ammonia uptake is slow, which allows us to read out the
maximum ammonia dose which was applied. A 100 nm parylene-C layer serves as a semipermeable top
gate dielectric. The parylene layer is functionalized with the covalently attached enzyme urease. The
enzyme catalyses the hydrolysis of urea to ammonia and carbon dioxide, i.e. urea can be detected via its
hydrolysis product ammonia. The sensitivity covers a range of physiological concentrations of urea, which
are several mM.
Introduction
Ammonia, the end product of amino acid metabolism, is highly
toxic. Therefore, ammonia is circulated only in low concentra-
tions in body fluids, and most of it is first converted into urea in
a cycle of biochemical reactions known as the urea cycle. Urea
is present in body fluids in high concentrations; in healthy
humans, the normal range of urea concentrations in blood is
2.5–7 mM.1 The measurement of urea concentrations is important
as a marker for e.g. potential kidney malfunction.2,3 Specific
detection of urea is possible by the enzyme urease. Urease
catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea to ammonium (NH4
+) and
carbon dioxide in water:
CO NH2ð Þ2þ3H2O !urease CO2 þ 2NH4þ þ 2OH (1)
The OH production of the reaction shifts the pH value, which
has been used to detect urea using silicon transistors.4 Tran-
sistors are especially feasible for the label free measurement of
target molecules, because transistors measure and at the same
time amplify the signal.5,6 Organic transistors are appealing
alternatives to silicon technology, since organic transistors can
be mechanically flexible7 and biocompatible8 at low production cost
with high throughput, e.g. with printing techniques.9,10 Further-
more, organic semiconductors can be directly functionalized with
e.g. biotin11 and interfaced with tissue.12 Organic transistors operate
as sensors in liquids by two different main principles. In Organic
Electrochemical Transistors (OECTs), ions diffuse into the semicon-
ducting film and dope or de-dope the transistor channel.13 In
Organic Field Effect Transistors (OFETs), the charge carrier
concentration in the transistor channel is manipulated via
capacitive coupling,14–16 resulting in a change of the current
through the device. The source drain current ISD of the transis-
tor in saturation mode is given by:16
ISD ¼ W
2L
 C  m Vgate  VT
 2
; (2)
with W being the channel width, L the channel length, C the
dielectric’s areal capacitance, m the mobility of the semicon-
ductor, Vgate the applied gate voltage and VT the threshold
voltage. Three parameters can change upon interaction with a
substance of interest. First, the threshold voltage VT may
change due to electrostatic field changes, e.g. due to different
pH values or adsorption of charged molecules.17 Second, upon
binding of a substance, the capacity C of the dielectric can
change.16 Finally, mobility m can change e.g. due to morphological
interface effects.18 In practice, often a combination of these effects
occurs. So far, organic transistors have been demonstrated for the
measurement of proteins,9 glucose,13,19 adrenaline,20 glutamate21
and specific ions.22–24
For enzymatic urea detection via its hydrolysis product
ammonium and OH (eqn (1)), one could consider a pH based
or ion specific detection scheme.4,23 Here, a shift of the electro-
chemical potential due to urea hydrolysis is picked up via a shift
in the electrostatic gate potential, which controls the semicon-
ducting channel.4 This approach is limited for a weak base as
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ammonium since ammonium forms in solution a chemical
equilibrium between NH4
+ and ammonia (NH3):
NH4
+ + H2O 2 NH3 + H3O
+ (3)
Alternatively, NH3 is well known to reduce charge transport in
organic semiconductors,25 most likely via creation of traps.
These traps have been discussed to be caused by the interaction
of the holes with the lone electron pair of NH3, as well as by
dipole interaction.26 A range of ammonia gas sensors were
demonstrated based on this principle.26–29 Other nitrogenous
molecules like NO and NO2, which are biologically relevant, have
also been detected in gas.30 Furthermore, it has been possible to
construct arrays, which can differentiate between different vapors
by the characteristic response on the organic transistors.31–33 This
gas detection principle works also for organic semiconductors in
direct contact with solution, as demonstrated for some molecules,
e.g. cysteine34 and melamine.35
Note that another reaction product of the hydrolysis (eqn (1))
is CO2. CO2, however, is known to have only negligible inter-
actions with organic transistors,36 and thus not expected to influ-
ence device characteristics. It can form a chemical equilibrium with
carbonic acid and thus contribute to buffering in solution.
Here, we explore OFETs for the detection of urea. For this
purpose, we fabricated a 100 nm parylene-C membrane onto
the OFETs and functionalized the parylene-C surface with a
covalently attached enzyme, urease. We suggest that urea can
be detected via its hydrolysis product ammonia. Ammonia
should be able to diffuse through the parylene-C membrane
and give rise to a response via trapping of charge carriers in the
organic semiconductor film. To determine the mechanism of
sensing, i.e. pH vs. trapping, the response of the OFETs towards
shifts of the pH value as well as NH3 concentration in solution is
tested, with a detailed investigation of the latter. Finally, the urea
concentration range, which can be detected, is determined.
Experimental
OFET fabrication
Glass slides (R. Langenbrinck) were cleaned in an ultrasonic
bath with acetone, 2-propanol, and Milli-Q water for 10 min
each. Next nominally 1.7 mm parylene-C (Plasma Parylene
Systems GmbH) was deposited in a homebuilt CVD chamber
via the Gorham route. Source and drain electrodes were defined
from 20 nm of Au using a Lift-Off process: a bilayer of LOR 3B
and S1813 G2 was spin coated, illuminated and developed
using Microposit 351 Developer. The LOR 3B layer beneath
the photoresist gives rise to an undercut in the dual layer
during development and avoids fencing at the rims of the
patterned metal electrodes after Lift-Off. Lift-Off was performed
with 1165 Remover. The electric leads defined on the surface
were encapsulated with a layer of SU 8 (Microchem), which was
processed as recommended by the fabricant; mr-Dev 600
(Microchemicals GmbH) was used as a developer. 18 nm DNTT
(Sigma 767638, purified by one sublimation run by CreaPhys
GmbH) was deposited thermally onto the transistor areas
through a shadow mask at a rate of 0.2 Å s1 with the substrates
at room temperature and a base pressure of o106 mbar. The
devices were encapsulated by depositing ca. 100 nm parylene-C
onto the transistor area. The area of parylene-C deposition was
defined by a PDMS mask put onto the devices.
Surface treatment and urease attachment
The OFETs were treated with oxygen plasma in a plasma
cleaner (50 W power, 2 mbar, 18 s). Immediately afterwards,
the OFETs were put into a 1 vol% aqueous solution of APTES
(Sigma A3648) for at least 4 h. Subsequently, the OFETs were
dried under gentle nitrogen flow and put into a 5% solution of
glutaraldehyde (Sigma G6257) for at least 4 hours. After drying
under nitrogen flow again, the urease was bound to the surface
by putting the OFETs into a solution of urease (Sigma U1500, 75 mg)
in PBS buffer (10 mM, 15 ml).
Assembly into the flow chamber
Commercially available sticky slides IV 0.4 (Ibidi GmbH) were
modified as follows: the adhesive tape was peeled off from the
flow chamber and the holes necessary for the electrical contacts
were drilled utilizing a CNC milling machine. After drilling the
holes 467 MP adhesive tape (3 M) was applied to the bottom of
the slides and patterned according to the holes and the
channel. A PtIr (Pt80/Ir20, GoodFellow, PT045110) wire was
introduced into each channel after being glowed out using a
Bunsen burner to serve as the electrode in the electrolyte.
Finally, the OFET was attached to the modified sticky slides
and the glue was given one night to obtain a good seal.
Electrical measurements
Measurements were performed using a linked system of a
Keithley 2612 and 2602 source measurement unit. The source
and drain contacts were hot switched using a Keithley 7072
switching matrix card. The equipment was controlled using
custom written LabView programs. The potential in the electro-
lyte (top gate) was swept down to 0.6 V versus the source
contact. The source drain bias was 0.3 V versus the source. All
measurements were performed in ambient at 20–21 1C.
pH measurements in the electrolyte
The solution for any measurement was based on 10 mM
Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline solution without Ca/Mg
(Biochrom L 182-50, powder dissolved in Milli-Q water). Urea
(Sigma U0631) and ammonia (Carl Roth 5460.1) were dissolved/
pipetted into 10 mM DPBS solution. A HANNA 213 pH meter
was used for the pH measurements and calibrated before
each use.
AFM measurements
AFM micrographs were recorded using a Veeco Dimension 3100
AFM in tapping mode. The software Gwyddion 2.40 was used
for evaluation.
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Results and discussion
We designed an OFET gated via a Pt/Ir wire in solution (Fig. 1a).
A parylene-C layer with source and drain electrodes patterned
by photolithography for bottom contact served as a substrate.37
Dinaphtho[2,3-b:20,30-f ]thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (DNTT) was
chosen as the organic semiconductor for its stability38 and
thermally deposited onto the substrate to form the organic
semiconducting channel (Fig. 1b). Onto the semiconductor
channel, we deposited a 100 nm thick parylene-C layer, which
served as the top gate dielectric (ESI†). Furthermore, parylene-C
dielectric’s surface can be functionalized by a silane coupling
reaction. The functionalization procedure was based on a silane
coupling reaction adapted from the functionalization of silicon
dioxide dielectrics of inorganic silicon biosensors.4 To activate
the parylene-C surface, it was treated with an oxygen plasma for
18 s.39 Here, the stability of DNTT versus oxidation was necessary
to maintain transistor operation after the oxygen treatment.
Less stable organic semiconductors might be employable, if
parylene derivatives are employed, which facilitate function-
alization procedures avoiding plasma activation.40 Oxygen
plasma treated parylene-C surfaces were silanized by 3-amino-
propyltriethoxysilane (APTES). Subsequently, glutaraldehyde
and urease were bound to this surface. To verify the function
of bound urease, the catalysis of urea was tested. Urea was
dissolved in Milli-Q water to a concentration of 10 mM. This
solution was added into a beaker together with dissolved urease
or a treated parylene-C surface on glass. The pH value of the
solution was measured against the time using a digital pH
meter (ESI,† Fig. S5). The maximum value of pH attainable was
9.3, likely the urease degraded at this pH value. For the lower
amount of urease, the pH value saturated at decreasing values.
This implied a limited total number of catalyses sustainable for
an individual urease enzyme. We found that the pH response
for the bound urease was comparable to a concentration above
10 mg ml1 of free urease in solution, albeit slower. The slower
response of bound urease is likely due to mass transport from
and to the surface and a larger distance of the pH meter from
the reaction.
First, we tested the pH response of our OFET. The pH value
of 10 mM Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS) solution
was adjusted by HCl and NaOH. Increasing the pH value from
7.5 to 8.5 results in a positive threshold voltage shift (Fig. 1c).
This shift exceeds the Nernstian limit for a single type of charged
surface group.41 Most likely, the enzyme layer is responsible for
this behavior. A further increase of the pH values from 8.45 to 9.3
and above results in small threshold voltage shifts only. Likely,
the enzyme degraded (see S5, ESI†) and the functionalization
layer covering the transistor changed its properties. Similarly,
the small increase in transconductance observed with increasing
pH value may result from conformational changes of the urease
layer. Consequently, we conclude that the bound enzyme layer is
responsible for the observed pH response, which gives rise to an
overall increase of transistor current with increasing pH.
Second, we tested the response and sensitivity of our OFET
towards ammonia in solution. Ammonia was dissolved in DPBS
solution with concentrations of 0.1 mM, 1 mM and 10 mM. For
0.1 mM solution, no change was observed, see Fig. 2a, red
circles and black squares, while for a 1 mM solution, a small
change was observed (Fig. 2a, blue triangles). For an ammonia
concentration of 10 mM, the transistor current reduced to
half of the initial value in a matter of tens of seconds (Fig. 2b).
Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the OFET device architecture and measurement
scheme in solution. (b) AFM micrograph of the DNTT film in an OFET
channel of length 5 mm. The source–drain electrodes are visible to the left
and the right. (c) pH effect on the transconductance curve of an OFET.
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This is encouraging, because the ammonia concentrations that
cause this strong response are comparable to the relevant urea
concentrations in body fluids of 2.5 to 7 mM.1
Remarkably, the reduction of current with increasing ammo-
nia and pH is opposite to the pure pH effect. This suggests that
the current reduction dominated from NH3 passing the encap-
sulation layer and diffusing into the semiconductor. In order to
quantify this argument, we estimate the amount of NH3 for a
1 mM ammonia solution at the pH of 7.75 and for a 10 mM
solution at a pH of 10.17. The ratio of NH3 and NH4
+ depending
on the pH is given by the Henderson–Hasselbach equation:
c NH3ð Þ
c NH4þð Þ ¼ 10
pHpKa (4)
here, pKa is the acid dissociation constant of NH4
+.42 The
interplay between pH and the ratio of NH3 and NH4
+ can be
found in Fig. 3; there is a rather sharp transition at pH values
of B8. Below pH 8, there is an almost linear relationship
between NH4
+ and pH, i.e. one could use the pH value to
determine the NH4
+ concentration, which in this case is also
similar to the total concentration (NH4
+ and NH3). However,
beyond this pH, i.e. at NH4
+ concentration beyond 2 mM, a
pronounced increase of NH3 concentration occurs, while the
NH4
+ concentration saturates (Fig. 3). Thus, the NH3 concen-
tration is a better indicator at high concentrations, while pH or
NH4
+ is better suited at low concentrations.
We find that the NH3 concentration is increased by a factor
of ca. 1000 between ammonia concentrations of 1 and 10 mM,
which suggest that indeed NH3 causes the transistor current drop.
In fact, detection of ammonia in solution, as demonstrated here, is
interesting itself, because it is an indicator of a range of diseases.43
The device response towards an increase of ammonia
concentration occurs within seconds (Fig. 2b). Since our analysis
suggested that the diffusion of NH3 into the semiconductor layer
dominates the response, we assume that the NH3 profile is
described by a 1D solution of Fick’s 2nd law of diffusion:19
n x; tð Þ ¼ n0 erfc x
2
ffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
p
 
(5)
here, n(x,t) is the concentration of the diffusing species at time t
in distance x from the reservoir with constant concentration n0
in a material with diffusion constant D. We modeled the
decrease of the current with this equation excluding the initial
response in the first few seconds, since it includes effects from
mixing.44 The fit to the data was reproducing the experimental
curve well (Fig. 2b), with an extracted diffusion constant D =
1.4  1012 cm2 s1. This diffusion constant is three orders of
magnitude lower than the diffusion constants for molecular
oxygen and nitrogen in parylene,45 which should be similar to
the one for NH3. On the other hand, the response time corre-
sponds well to those of bare pentacene films sensing ammonia
gas.28,29 This suggests that the organic semiconductor film,
which is poly-crystalline (Fig. 1b), and not the parylene layer, is
the dominant diffusion barrier. Therefore, improvements on
response time are more likely to be achievable by thinning or
patterning engineering the organic semiconducting layer.26
While parylene is apparently no diffusion barrier for neutral
NH3, it is very efficient in suppressing diffusion of charged ions
(Na+ and Cl) to the channel region. This is because the movement
Fig. 2 (a) Effect of small ammonia concentrations (0 mM, 0.1 mM, and
1 mM) in 10 mM DPBS buffer on the transconductance, shown as black,
red, and blue curves, respectively. (b) Time resolved OFET current upon
addition of 10 mM ammonia solution with Vtopgate = 0.4 V. The scheme
shows the proposed interaction mechanism of ammonia with the organic
semiconductor. All data were recorded at VSD = 0.3 V.
Fig. 3 pH value and ratio of NH3 vs. NH4
+ depending on ammonia
concentration in 10 mM DPBS. The ratio was calculated assuming a Ka
of ammonia of 9.6, since the literature value of 9.442 for ammonia in water
leads to unphysical results.
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of an ion (with radius a and valency Z) from water into an nonpolar
medium with dielectric constant e is prohibited by a high energy
barrier, the Born charging energy (Ze)2/8pe0ea.
46 This effect gives rise
to the high resistance of lipid bilayers.47 This principle also applies
to the case of an nonpolar organic semiconductor (e E 80 for
water46 and eE 3 for pentacene14) or nonpolar encapsulation layers
such as parylene. In practice, defects, e.g. pores, in nonpolar layers
can lower the energy barrier,46 thus materials and processing have
to be carefully chosen.10,48 In summary, the parylene acts here as a
semipermeable membrane which blocks ions, while charge neutral
NH3 molecules pass through rapidly. Diffusion speed in parylene
decreases with the molecule size,49 therefore larger molecules will
also be blocked.
Upon rinsing with fresh DPBS buffer after application of
10 mM ammonia solution, the current of the transistor recovers
slowly (ESI,† Fig. S6). Apparently, the process of loading NH3 into
the semiconducting layer was much faster than the unloading
process. This is reasonable, since the NH3 gradient driving the
diffusion from 10 mM ammonia solution to the pristine semi-
conducting film is much steeper than the one from the NH3
loaded semiconducting film to the bare DPBS solution. Addition-
ally, during exposure to the ammonia solution, ammonia may pass
the semiconducting layer and diffuse into the parylene layer
beneath the organic semiconductor. Subsequent release would
take place via diffusion through the organic semiconductor with a
very low rate, i.e. the parylene layer beneath the organic semicon-
ductor acts as a reservoir.
Finally, the urea sensing of OFETs with bound urease was
evaluated. Different concentrations of DPBS solutions with urea
were prepared and pipetted into the flow channel of the sensor
after completion of the first gate sweep. Gate sweeps were recorded
continuously and the change of the transconductance curve after
fixed time (5 min) was evaluated (Fig. 4, red data points). The first
response was detected for a urea concentration of 0.75 mM.
Between the different urea concentrations, we rinsed the flow
channel with fresh DPBS buffer by replacing the complete liquid
volume 5 times with fresh buffer. Due to the slow recovery, the
transistor current stayed at the low level (Fig. 4, gray data points)
suggesting that the device is best suited to monitor the maximal
dose that the semiconductor film has seen. We observed a
systematic decrease of the current up to a urea concentration of
7.5 mM, i.e. the device covers the full urea range in a healthy
patient. In comparing the response in Fig. 4 to the ammonia
concentration dependence in Fig. 3 one may note that the
response starts before the pronounced increase in NH3 in Fig. 3.
Already below the pronounced increase in NH3 at 2 mM in Fig. 3
the NH3 concentration is nonzero and linearly increasing. Organic
transistors are sensitive to small amounts of NH3,
29,50 as also
observed here in the detection of 1 mM ammonia (Fig. 2a).
Furthermore, the response of organic transistors with increasing
NH3 tends to saturate,
50 which is also seen here for higher urea/
ammonia concentrations (Fig. 4). After some measurement cycles,
our OFETs did not react any more to the addition of urea, even
after long times of regeneration. This is not unexpected, since
urease was expected to sustain only a limited number of reactions
before degradation. Hence, the device is best used as a disposable
(use once) sensor, very much in agreement with what is needed in
typical healthcare applications.
Now, we compare the sensitivity of our device with other
detection schemes. In electrochemical detection, the reaction is
coupled to a redox species and the corresponding charge
transfer is recorded. This way a detection range of 0.8–16.6 mM
could be realized.51 Another transduction mechanism is to record
the potential shift of a pH sensitive device due to the change of the
pH value by the hydrolysis of urea in solution.4 A detection range
of 0.05–10 mM was reported for urease functionalized polymer
membranes coupled to an external FET.52 Both schemes used
Ag/AgCl reference electrodes, which are hard to miniaturize53
and integrate into fabrication schemes. Here, we propose a
detection scheme, which covers the urea range of medical
samples. Our detection scheme relies on NH3 concentration.
Since the NH3 interaction dominates electrochemical effects, it
is less affected by potential changes. This makes it possible to
use a simple Pt/Ir wire as a gate electrode in the electrolyte. A Pt
electrode13 can be included as a planar electrode on top of the
device during fabrication of the OFET.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we demonstrated an OFET configuration, which
allows the measurement of NH3 in aqueous solution. The OFET
shows a rapid current decrease within seconds due to the
diffusion of NH3 through a semipermeable parylene membrane
into the organic semiconducting layer. Therefore, in applica-
tions where organic electronic devices are to work in a bio-
logical environment, undesired influences of NH3 should be taken
into account. Furthermore, such OFETs can detect physiologically
relevant urea concentrations of 0.75 mM to 7.5 mM due to urea
Fig. 4 Influence of increasing urea concentrations on transistor current.
The first source–drain current ISD at VSD = 0.3 V and Vtopgate = 0.3 V
(without urea) is used as reference current I0 (grey data point). The resultant
ratio ISD/I0 (red dots) is displayed as recorded after 5 min exposure to a given
urea concentration. After each exposure, and prior to the next exposure the
OFETs are rinsed with fresh buffer by exchanging the liquid volume 5 times.
The ratio ISD/I0 prior to each urea exposure is shown after rinsing with buffer
as grey squares. The data points are an average of the data of 3 different
OFETs with the error bars giving the standard deviation.
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hydrolysis into NH3 by anchoring urease to the membrane.
Regeneration of transistor current is slow, thus the device is well
suited for the readout of the maximal urea dose that the device has
been exposed to. In turn, the readout may be performed after
exposure to e.g. body fluids, which may be interesting for diagnosis
purposes. We expect that OFETs with thin and micro-/nanopat-
terned organic semiconductor layers will show improved sensitiv-
ity as well as faster response and recovery times. This case study
shows that gas sensing of partial pressure32 and sensing of molar
concentration in solution are similar. In liquid, a non-polar
semipermeable membrane allows us to separate neutral molecules
from the charged species and stabilizes the device. This opens up
interesting avenues for design of biosensors utilizing organic
semiconductors.
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Abstract
We characterize the electrochemical stability of the organic semiconductor Dinaphtho[2,3-
b:2’,3’-f]thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (DNTT) in aqueous solutions. Electrochemical stability of
DNTT in solution is validated by cyclic voltammetry and demonstrated by solution gating
of DNTT organic field effect transistors (OFETs). Then, we investigate the response time
of DNTT OFETs to ammonia, a common blood gas. For bare OFETs, the response time to
ammonia is 1 to 2s only. The exact response time depends on the DNTT film morphology;
the fastest response is obtained for pronounced 3D (Volmer-Weber) growth. By comparing
OFETs with and without a semipermeable parylene-C encapsulation layer, the influence of
the capping on the response time is investigated. An encapsulation layer of 86 nm prolongs
the response time to 100s, indicating that parylene-C acts as an efficient diffusion barrier for
ammonia.
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a b s t r a c t
We characterize the electrochemical stability of the organic semiconductor Dinaphtho[2,3-b:20 ,30-f]
thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (DNTT) in aqueous solutions. Electrochemical stability of DNTT in solution is
validated by cyclic voltammetry and demonstrated by solution gating of DNTT organic field effect
transistors (OFETs). Then, we investigate the response time of DNTT OFETs to ammonia, a common blood
gas. For bare OFETs, the response time to ammonia is 1e2s only. The exact response time depends on the
DNTT film morphology; the fastest response is obtained for pronounced 3D (Volmer-Weber) growth. By
comparing OFETs with and without a semipermeable parylene-C encapsulation layer, the influence of the
capping on the response time is investigated. An encapsulation layer of 86 nm prolongs the response
time to 100s, indicating that parylene-C acts as an efficient diffusion barrier for ammonia.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
Due to the possibility to fabricate mechanically flexible devices
[1e3], e.g. by printing techniques [1], organic transistors are heavily
investigated as biosensors. Sensors are based on two different de-
vice architectures, the organic field effect transistor (OFET) and the
organic electrochemical transistor (OECT). For OFETs, a charge
sheet accumulates in the semiconducting channel. Detection of
substances is possible via capacitive coupling of charges at the gate
[4], semiconductor [5,6], or dielectric interface [7,8] or by modifi-
cation of the capacitance at the interfaces [9], similar to inorganic
semiconductors [10,11]. Furthermore, the mobility of charge car-
riers in the semiconducting layer can change [12]. OECTs operate
via a gate potential mediated drift diffusion of ions into the hy-
groscopic semiconducting film. The ions modulate the doping and,
consequently, the conductivity, and set the relevant timescale for
detection [13]. As such, OECTs can translate ionic currents into
electronic ones and have also found applications in e.g.
measurement of neuronal activity [14] and, with modified archi-
tectures, as ion pumps [15].
Recently, we have demonstrated an OFET based detection
scheme for urea [16]. The detection relies on the enzymatic hy-
drolysis of urea. Urea binds to urease and hydrolyses into ammonia.
Ammonia passes a semipermeable parylene-C layer and diffuses
into the OFET channel, a Dinaphtho[2,3-b:20,30-f]thieno[3,2-b]
thiophene (DNTT) [17,18] film. In the OFET channel, ammonia re-
duces the transistor current due to charge trapping, similar to the
case of OFET ammonia gas sensors [16,19,20]. The response time of
our devices was in the order of 100 s. Since transport of molecules,
as well as reaction kinetics govern the response time and perfor-
mance of biosensors [21], optimization of the detection time is
possible by providing the analyte, here ammonia, faster access to
the OFET channel. Optimal device architectures known from OFET
gas sensors are laterally patterned thin films [19,22,23]; a large
number of grain boundaries is also beneficial [24]. Here, we eval-
uate experimentally the influence of the DNTT film morphology
and of the parylene-C membrane on the sensor response time. We
find that Volmer-Weber growth mode of DNTT allows for a
response time of bare DNTT device on the order of 1 s. Even a rather
thin (86 nm) parylene-C encapsulation increases the response time
considerably.
* Corresponding author. Fakult€at für Physik & CeNS, Ludwig-Maximilians-Uni-
versit€at München, Munich, D-80539, Germany.
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2. Materials and methods
2.1. Sample fabrication
Microscope cover slip glass slides (R. Langenbrinck) of thickness
0.2 mm were cleaned by sonication for 10 min each in aceton,
isopropanol (IPA) and pure water, and used as substrates. Gate
electrodes were patterned via Lift-Off process: A photo-resist
bilayer of LOR 3B (4000 rpm, 40s, softbake 3 min @ 150 C) and
AZ 701 MIR (6000 rpm, 40s, softbake 1 min @ 90 C) were formed
via spin coating, patterned in a MJB 3 Maskaligner and postbaked
for 1 min @ 110 C. Development was carried out with AZ 726 MIF
and subsequently 3 nm Ti and 15 nm Au deposited via E-Beam
evaporation in an UHV-chamber. Lift-Off was performed by soni-
cation in mr-Rem 400, and after Lift-Off the samples were cleaned
by sonication in fresh mr-Rem 400 and IPA. SU-8 2000.5 (Micro-
Chem) was patterned as the dielectric: The resist was spincoated
(5000 rpm, 40s, softbake 2 min @ 95 C), illuminated with an
excessive dose (ca. 8e10 times optimal illumination dose) to create
an abundance of photo activated crosslinker and postbaked
10 min at 95 C. A second layer was patterned on top with the same
parameters to reduce electrical leakage and both layers developed
in mr-Dev 600. The SU-8 was then cured at 280 C under vacuum.
Source and Drain electrodes (1 nm Ti, 15 nm Au) were patterned by
the same Lift-Off process as the gates and encapsulated by a thin
layer of SU-8 outside of the transistor field and the contact pads.
23 nm DNTT were deposited in High Vacuum (<106 mbar)
through shadow masks at a deposition rate of 0.2 Å/s. OFET per-
formance can now be checked via the bottom gate architecture.
Optionally, an encapsulation layer of parylene-C can be deposited
with Chemical Vapor Deposition via the Gorham route onto the
OFETs.
The reference OFETs on parylene-C substrates were fabricated as
previously reported [16]. Parylene-C was deposited via chemical
vapor deposition in a SCS PDS 2010 labcoater.
The prepared OFETs are glued to a prepared Ibidi flow-chamber
with a Pt wire (PT005127, GoodFellow) as previously reported [16].
2.2. Measurements
AFM micrographs were recorded with a Veeco Dimension 3100
AFM in tapping mode and evaluated with Gwyddion.
Electrical measurements were performed with two Keithley
2612 SMUs and a Keithley 7072 switching matrix card. The OFETs
were operated with common gates, while source and drains were
hot-switched through. Typical Source-Drain Voltages are 0.3 V
and Source-electrolyte voltages in the range 0.6 V to 0.2 V,
depending on device architecture. Measurements were done in
ambient at 20 C. Transistor parameters were extracted from the
transistor behavior in the saturation regime, which is described by
the equation:
ISD ¼
W
2L
*C*m*ðVGate  VTÞ
2
; (1)
W is the channel width, L the channel length, C the areal
capacitance coupling the gate to the channel, m the mobility of the
organic semiconductor, VGate the applied gate voltage, and VT the
threshold voltage.
Electrochemical measurements were performed with a three
electrode setup with a Pt-counter electrode and a leakage-free Ag/
AgCl reference electrode (Warner instruments). An Ivium Com-
pactStat was used for the cyclic voltammetry and impedance
spectroscopy. For the later, the oscillation amplitude was 10 mV.
The data was evaluated with the software IviumSoft.
3. Results and discussion
Electrolyte gated organic field effect transistors (EGOFETs) are
appealing, because the electrical double layers at the gate to
electrolyte and electrolyte to semiconductor interface exhibit high
capacitances [25e28]. Furthermore, it seems favorable for the
response time of the device to have the sensitive region, i.e. the
conducting channel, at the sensor's interface. Electrolyte gated
OFETs (EGOFETs) [25] are feasible, if the electrochemical stability
of the organic semiconductor permits to apply the gate potential
via the electrolyte without driving chemical reactions at the
semiconductor interface [29,30]. Here we test the operation of
DNTT OFETs in electrolyte without additional parylene-C encap-
sulation. For this purpose, we investigate first the electrochemical
stability of DNTT films on Au electrodes by cyclic voltammetry
(CV) [31]. Cyclic voltammetry measurements were performed with
a three electrode setup. An Ag/AgCl was used as reference elec-
trode in combination with a Pt counter electrode. The working
electrode was a 30 nm DNTT layer on an Au film. In order to
facilitate DNTT growth, the Au layer was coated with SU-8, baked,
and subsequently SU-8 was removed with solvent before deposi-
tion of DNTT. The DNTT working electrode was exposed to the
electrolyte with an area of 16 mm2. The electrolyte was a 1 mM
NaCl solution, which was degassed before the experiment. The
resulting cyclic voltammogram displays a set of peaks at 0.38 V
and 0.63 V vs. Ag/AgCl (Fig. 1 a). These peaks could be measured
for several cycles with different scan rates (supporting info
Fig. S1), indicating a reversible oxidation of this molecular energy
Fig. 1. a) Cyclic voltammegram of a DNTT film coated onto the working electrode at a
sweeping rate of 10 mV/s in 1 mM NaCl. b) Impedance spectrum recorded on the same
sample as in a) with 10 mV amplitude.
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level. The corresponding energy level on absolute scale, i.e. against
vacuum level, is 5.2 eV ± 0.05 eV. This energy level can be
interpreted as the hole transport level of the DNTT thin film [32]
in good agreement with frontier level calculations of 5.19 eV
[17]. Previously, a slightly different experimental value of 5.44 eV
was measured using an anhydrous electrolyte [17]. Capacitive
coupling can be inferred from the impedance spectrum recorded
at 0 V potential offset, which displayed a phase angle of close
to 80 at frequencies below 100 Hz (Fig. 1 b) [33]. From the CV
measurements, we estimate that an electrolyte gate potential of
up to 0.5 V can be applied to DNTT based OFETs via a Pt gate
electrode, which is set off by ca. 0.2 V from the Ag/AgCl reference
electrode used for the CV measurements [31].
Next, we gate DNTT based OFETs via the electrolyte. First, we
fabricated bottom-gate, bottom-contact OFETs. The additional
bottom gate enabled us to test and optimize fabrication yield before
operation in electrolyte. The negative-tone photoresist SU-8
(2000.5) served as gate insulator layer. SU-8 was reported before
to provide a dielectric layer suitable for fabrication of OFETs and
application of photolithography steps for pattern definition [34].
The Au gate as well as source and drain electrodes were patterned
by photolithography via a lift-off process. The electrical leads were
passivated against the electrolyte by an additional SU-8 layer. The
organic semiconductor DNTT was physical vapor deposited to a
thickness of ca. 23 nm. A capping layer on the DNTT was omitted,
i.e. the electrolyte, a 10 mM Dulbecco's Phosphate Buffered Saline
Solution (DPBS), was in direct contact with DNTT surface. We
restrict the gate voltage to a maximum potential of 0.5 V applied
via a Pt-wire. A Pt-wire was chosen, since Pt could be easily
implemented as a planar Pt-electrode. In this configuration, we
observed typical OFET behavior, see Fig. 2. Since the EGOFETs dis-
played sufficient drain current at gate potentials lower than0.4 V,
we further limited the gate voltage window to this value for sub-
sequent measurements (Fig. 2 a). As visible from the data, peak
current decreased slightly from 8.58 mA to 8.37 mA, while the
hysteresis increased. Drift of EGOFETs in solutions of physiological
strength is a known issue, which can be solved by application of a
thin capping layer [35].
Since high ammonia concentrations shift the pH value of the
electrolyte, we tested the pH response of the DNTT EGOFETs. A pH
value of 10 mM DPBS solution was adjusted with NaOH and HCl,
and the transconductance curve of the EGOFETs was recorded
(supporting info Fig. S2). The threshold voltage shifted 14 mV per
decade pH for pH values between 5.5 and 10.3; a steeper shift was
observed towards a pH value of 3.65 (Fig. 2b). The sign of the
threshold voltage shift per pH points towards the Pt electrode-
electrolyte as the pH sensitive interface. That is, the surface
groups at the polarizable Pt electrodes dominate the pH response
[36]. Correlated with the threshold voltage shifts, the slope of the
transfer curves shifts (supporting info Fig. S3). For lower pH values,
the slope increases and thus the charge carrier density or mobility.
This could originate from protonic doping of the hole conducting
organic semiconductor DNTT [37]. Another potential reason could
be gate potential dependent mobility [38]. The data also reveal that
the DNTT based EGOFETs operate stable in a wide range of acidic
(pH ¼ 3.65) to basic (pH ¼ 10.3) conditions. A similar stability for
OFETs operated in solution has so far been demonstrated only for
few examples, namely for epindolidiones and a-sexithiophene (6T).
Epindolidione based OFETs were operated in direct contact with
the electrolyte at pH values ranging of 3e10, however these OFETS
were gated via back gate [39] while 6T based OEFTs were solution
gated in a pH range of ca. 2e10 [40].
The pH stability allows us to determine the time response of
bare DNTT FETs to ammonia exposure. For this purpose, the
EGOFETs were exposed to a 10 mM ammonia solution. Upon
injection of the ammonia into the buffer solution, the drain cur-
rent dropped rapidly within 1 s, and stabilized within several
seconds (Fig. 3 a). This response is orders of magnitude faster than
our previous devices that used a parylene-C encapsulation. Since
our previous design uses also a parylene-C gate dielectric, we
fabricated for comparison a device that has a parylene-C gate
dielectric omitting the parylene-C capping. This device does not
perform as good as the SU-8 device, i.e. the reduction in drain
current is less pronounced and the response time is slower (Fig. 3
a). We observed that the lift-off process used promotes a pro-
nounced DNTT film morphology of discrete islands of typically
100 nm lateral size on SU-8 (Fig. 3 b, supporting info Fig. S4).
These islands percolate only rather late during growth, similar to
growth of pentacene on low surface-energy polyimides [41]. In
turn, the DNTT film on SU-8 has a rather open surface structure
compared to DNTT films on parylene, which show a dense grainy
texture (Fig. 3 c). A large surface is beneficial for OFET based gas
sensors, and methods to increase the surface artificially by lateral
structuring have been developed [19]. Here, the DNTT growth was
apparently optimized by the surface modification during lift off,
which favored Vollmer Weber (3D) growth and boosts response
behavior.
Next, we test the influence of a thin parylene-C encapsulation on
response time. For this purpose, a transistor with an 86 nm
parylene-C encapsulation layer was fabricated. For this device, the
Fig. 2. a) Transconductance curves of a solution gated DNTT based OFET with
VSD ¼ 0.3 V. Green upward facing triangles give the forward sweep direction and blue
downward facing triangles the backward sweep direction. Data for transconductance
after 30 min of operation is given by black (squares) for the forward sweep direction,
and red (circles) for the backward sweep direction. b) Dependence of the threshold
voltage on pH of the solution. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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drain current reduction after ammonia injection occurs on two
timescales, initially a fast drop within 1 s as observed for the bare
device and subsequently amuch slower response (Fig. 4). The initial
fast response may be due to pinholes in the parylene-C film. The
slow response with a characteristic timescale of several 100 s is
apparently caused by the encapsulation layer acting like a barrier.
The passage of the ammonia through the parylene-C layer can be
modeled by a 1D diffusion process [16,37].
nðx; tÞ ¼ n0 erfc

x
2
ffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
p

(2)
Here, the ammonia concentration profile n(x,t) propagates from
a constant reservoir with concentration n0 into the material layer.
The diffusion in the parylene-C layer after time t and depth x is
controlled by the diffusion constant D according to relation (2). For
the data analysis in Fig. 3b, the assumption is made that the OFET
current reduction nðL; tÞ scales with the concentration of ammonia
at the organic semiconductor interface (x¼ L), according to the idea
that current reduction is caused by hole trapping due to ammonia
intercalation. Thus, the drain current I(t) is given by
IðtÞ ¼ I0  nðL; tÞ. Within this model, the slow response time for the
thin capping device can be explained by an diffusion constant of
D ¼ 9 $ 1013 cm2/s for ammonia in parylene-C, which is in
agreement with our previous results [16]. This confirms that even a
thin film of parylene-C acts as an efficient diffusion barrier for
ammonia slowing down the response time considerably.
In previous experiments, the regeneration of the OFETs after
ammonia exposure was rather slow. We tested if the improved
response time is accompanied by a faster recovery; we find that this
is not the case (supporting info Fig. S5). Upon rinsing the device
with buffer solution, part of the drain current recovers rapidly,
while most of the effect prevails. This suggests that the slow re-
covery is mainly due to absorption and binding of ammonia to the
DNTT film. The OEFTs could be regenerated in a desiccator, thus the
binding appears to be reversible. On the other hand, the sensitivity
of the bare DNTT device is clearly improved. Previously, the
ammonia detection limit was at 1 mM [16]. With the improved
morphology, and without parylene-C encapsulation, a 1 mM con-
centration of ammonia induces still a pronounced drain current
reduction, cf. supporting info Fig. S5 b. Noise upon solution flow, an
issue reported in literature [5], prevented examination of transient
current response for lower ammonia concentrations. Interestingly,
such effects are less pronounced during active gate voltage sweeps.
For transfer curves, the effect of ammonia down to ammonia con-
centrations of 0.1 mM can be measured (supporting info Fig. S6). A
level of 0.1 mM ammonia in blood is indicative of acute disease,
normal concentrations are below 0.05 mM [42]. With further im-
provements, organic transistors may be able to provide a point-of-
care measurement platform for this blood gas, if reliable control of
drift is obtained.
Initially, our intention was to employ the parylene-C encapsu-
lation as a semipermeable hydrophobic membrane keeping ions
away from the semiconductor surface while neutral ammonia can
pass. In view of the electrochemical stability of DNTT, this seems
obsolete, since the DNTT layer itself is hydrophobic enough to
exclude the ions from the semiconducting layer. Another benefit of
the parylene-C layer is that it can be plasma activated in order to
covalently bind urease for enzymatic detection of urea. Further,
encapsulation helps to stabilize EGOFETs output in solutions of
physiological strength [35]. Given the observation that the
parylene-C coating slows down detection, other ultrathin hydro-
phobic barriers, such as lipid bilayers, should be explored for sur-
face functionalization [35,43,44].
4. Conclusion
DNTT based OFETs are electrochemically stable for solution
gating. The response time of solution-gated DNTT OFETs for
ammonia concentrations down to 1 mM OFETS is as low as 1s. A
less than 100 nm thin parylene-C encapsulation layer delays the
response time to 100 s by acting as a diffusion barrier. Conse-
quently, thinner encapsulation layers such as lipid bilayers are
Fig. 3. a) Time trace of solution gated OFET current reduction upon injection of 10 mM
ammonia. VSD ¼ 0.3 V and Vgate¼ 0.3 V. The curve in blue is for the presented OFETs
on SU-8, the red dashed curve displays the response of OFETs fabricated on parylene-C
substrate as in Ref. [16]. b) AFM micrograph of DNTT grown on SU-8 dielectric and c) of
DNTT grown on parylene-C dielectric. To the left is the transistor channel, to the right
the Au source/drain electrode. The z-scale applies to both AFM micrographs. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
Fig. 4. b) Time trace of current reduction of a parylene-C encapsulated OFET upon
injection of 10 mM ammonia. VSD ¼ 0.3 V and Vgate ¼ 0.6 V. The inset displays the
evolution of ammonia concentrations within a 100 nm parylene-C layer according to
eq. (2). The black trace is for a time of 1s, the red trace for 5s, the blue trace for 10s, and
the magenta trace for 50 s. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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desirable for functionalization of OFET sensors. Next, the regener-
ation of the OFETs after ammonia exposure requires attention. If the
regeneration can be accelerated, such OFETs will be interesting to
measure cellular signaling.
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Figure S1. Height-height-correlation-function (HHCF) analysis of AFM micrographs of 
different sizes. a) 5x5 µm micrograph and the respective HHCF (black) with Gaussian fit 
(red). From the fit, the correlation length is 169 nm and the rms 6.0 nm. b) 3x3 µm 
micrograph and the respective HHCF (black) with Gaussian fit (red). From the fit, the 
correlation length is 167 nm and the rms 7.2 nm. c) 0.3x0.3 µm micrograph and the 
respective HHCF (black) with Gaussian fit (red). From the fit, the correlation length is 53 
nm and the rms 3.7 nm. The significant drop in rms roughness and correlation length 
with decreased scan size implies that one would need to measure at even smaller 
length scales, i.e. beyond the resolution limit of our AFM, to evaluate the surface with 
respect to molecular ordering. The height scale for all micrographs is 50 nm. 
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 3 
 
Figure S2. Height profiles of Au electrode edges on parylene-C surface. a) AFM 
micrograph (length: 30 µm, scale: 80 nm) of the pure gold electrode grown on parylene-
C and a profile cut from left to right. The 30 nm Au electrode edge is clearly visible in 
the profile. b) AFM micrograph (length: 30 µm, scale: 170 nm) of the Au electrode edge 
topped with a 50 nm layer of pentacene and a profile cut from left to right. The 30 nm Au 
electrode can be discerned in the profile, while it is difficult to see it beneath the 
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pentacene layer in the topography image due to plane correction. Only the change in 
pentacene growth indicates the subjacent electrode. The white lines in the AFM 
micrographs indicate the profile positions. 
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Urea detection in buffer solution with organic field effect transistors and a 
semipermeable membrane as top gate dielectric 
 
Franz Werkmeister, Teru Koide, Bert Nickel 
 
Evaluation of parylene-C as top-gate dielectric: 
  
In prior experiments, we have identified tetratetracontane (TTC), a paraffin wax, as possible 
encapsulation material1. The main problem of the wax is that it is rather fragile, thus the 
long term stability is limited.  A polymer layer of cross linked parylene-C has much better 
mechanical stability. 
For this optimization process, double gate OFETs were produced: Gate electrodes were 
patterned via a Lift-Off process: 15 nm of Au were deposited followed by 6 nm of Al and the 
Lift-Off was performed with 1165 Remover. An etch stop mask was defined from ma-P 1275 
developed with ma-D 331 on the gate contact pads. Subsequently, nominally 1.7 µm 
parylene-C were deposited as the bottom gate dielectric. The thickness of the parylene layer 
was measured on glass slides using UV-VIS spectroscopy from the distance of the minima in 
transmission. An etch mask was fabricated on top of the bottom gate dielectric using again 
ma-P 1275 and the parylene-C dielectric layer patterned by reactive ion etching (RIE) in a 
parallel plate RIE chamber with a power of 200 W and 50 sccm O2. Onto an OFET with 
pentacene as the organic semiconducting layer (13 nm of pentacene, Sigma 698423, purified 
by one sublimation run by CreaPhys GmbH), we deposited 100 nm parylene-C. This layer 
deposition caused some minor damage to the organic semiconducting film2, see also Fig. S1. 
 
 
Supporting Figure S1: Evolution of a pentacene transistor after capping and oxygen plasma 
treatment. The source drain voltage was -0.3 V. 
Electronic Supplementary Material (ESI) for Journal of Materials Chemistry B.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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To evaluate the sealing properties of the parylene coating, we deposited a 14 nm thick 
pentacene film onto an Au electrode and encapsulated it with a thin parylene layer. The 
pentacene oxidation/reduction peak, which is a major contribution to Faradaic currents in 
bare pentacene films, was absent in cyclic voltammetry experiments with encapsulated films 
(see Fig. S2). This showed that the passivation layer prevents charge transport between 
pentacene and the electrolyte. 
 
Supporting Figure S2: Cyclic Voltametry of capped pentacene layer. Cyclic voltametry of a 
pentacene layer capped with parylene-C on the Au working electrode in a three electrode 
setup. Ag/AgCl was the reference electrode and a Pt electrode the counter electrode. The 
electrolyte was 10 mM DPBS. The measurement was performed using an Ivium CompactStat. 
 
Next, we used a thin parylene-C layer as the top gate dielectric to fabricate Double Gate 
Organic Field Effect Transistors (DG-OFETs). The top gate was a Pt/Ir wire in 10 mM 
Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS) electrolyte buffer. For this purpose, the sample 
was glued in a commercial flow chamber. Since the nominal thickness of the organic 
semiconductor was below 20 nm, we expected it to be below Debye length.3 In this case, the 
advantage of the DG-OFET geometry is that the top gate threshold voltage can be adjusted 
by the bottom gate voltage in order to maximize the transconductance for the top gate.4 
This behavior is confirmed in Fig. S3 b. 
 
Here, the threshold voltage of the top gate was shifted by 0.2 V, when the bottom gate 
voltage change was 10 V. This proofed that a thin parylene-C layer is suited as a top gate 
dielectric layer. Pentacene is known to oxidize in the presence of oxygen5 therefore it is no 
surprise that the OFETs based on pentacene did not stand oxygen plasma treatment for the 
attachment of urease (see Fig. S1). Therefore we replaced pentacene with Dinaphtho[2,3-
b:2′,3′-f]thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (DNTT), an oxygen stable organic semiconductor6 to 
maintain transistor performance upon plasma treatment (see Fig. S4). 
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Supporting Figure S3: a) Schematic of the device architecture and measurement scheme for 
the characterization of the DG-OFETs in solution. b) Top gate transconductance curve with 
different bottom gate voltages applied as indicated in the graph at VSD = - 0.3 V. 
 
 
Supporting Figure S4: Comparison between electrolyte gated sweeps of a plasma treated 
pentacene transistor and a DNTT based one, which was fully functionalized, at VSD = - 0.3 V. 
While the degradation of pentacene during the oxygen plasma treatment decreased the 
performance, the DNTT based transistor showed acceptable performance after the 
functionalization steps. The source drain current was corrected for leakage current through 
the electrolyte, which got non-negligible for positive gate voltages, as previously reported1.  
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Urease activity evaluation: 
 
 
Supporting Figure S5: pH measurement of urease activity in Milli-Q water without buffer. 20 
ml of 10 mM urea solution dissolved in Milli-Q water were left to stabilize the pH value. Then 
the indicated amount of urease or a functionalized parylene coating were added to the 
solution and the evolution of the pH value in time was recorded. 
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OFET current regeneration after exposure to ammonia: 
 
Supporting Figure S6: Regeneration of transistor current in 10 mM DPBS after ammonia 
treatment. After exposure to ammonia solution, the electrolyte was replaced with fresh 10 
mM DPBS buffer and transistor sweeps recorded at VSD = - 0.3 V and floating bottom gate. 
For comparison, the original transistor curve is added. 
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Cyclic Voltammograms of DNTT 
 
 
Fig. S1 Cyclic voltammograms with scan rates of 10mV/s (squares), 40 mV/s (circles), and 80 
mV/s (triangles). The first cycle for each scan rate is displayed in blue, the second in yellow.  
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Response of EGOFET at different pH 
 
 
Fig. S2 Transconductance curves at different pH values. 
 
 
Fig. S3 Threshold voltage and slope of the EGOFET transconductance at different pH values. 
The slope is direct proportional to the product of areal capacitance C and mobility µ.  
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SEM image of DNTT on SU-8 
 
 
 
Fig. S4 SEM image of DNTT deposited onto SU-8. The bare SU-8 dielectric surface is visible 
between the grains. Image recorded with In-lense detector utilizing a LEO-SEM (Gemini 982) 
equipped with a field-emission cathode. The DNTT film was part of an OFET and connected 
to ground via a grounded source/drain-electrode. 
 
 
Regeneration of OFETs upon rinsing after exposure to ammonia and response to 1 mM 
ammonia concetration 
  
 
Fig. S5 a) Time trace of Regeneration of transistor current of a solution gated OFET after 
exposure to 10 mM ammonia. VSD = -0.3V and Vgate = -0.3V. b) Time trace of solution gated 
OFET current reduction upon injection of 1 mM ammonia. VSD = -0.3V and Vgate = -0.3V. 
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Response of OFET to 0.1 mM ammonia exposure 
  
 
Fig. S6 Transconductance change of an OFET upon 0.1 mM ammonia exposure. 
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APPENDIX C
PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY PROTOCOLS
Before use of photolithography chemicals, consult the material safety data sheets, since
some process chemicals are toxic and/or harm fertility. Consequently, one should handle
these chemicals with care and follow the instructions on safety measures (e.g. use the
correct gloves). Please also care for the safety of other persons in the vicinity, e.g. by
blocking access to the fume hood during handling the Lift-Off media. Furthermore, one
should care about waste disposal before starting the photolithography process.
C.1 LIFT-OFF
A Lift-Off process is one of the possible processes to arrive at photolithographically defined
material structures. A pattern gets defined in a layer of photoresist, i.e. the substrate is bare in
the pattern region and covered with the photoresist outside of the pattern. Next, the material,
often the electrode stacks, get deposited onto the sample. This results in the material deposited
onto the substrate in the desired pattern and onto the photoresist outside of the pattern. Last,
the photoresist is dissolved in the Lift-Off medium and the material on the photoresist being
lifted off the sample, only the desired pattern of material remains.
In practice, one can use either negative-tone or positive-tone photoresists.
In negative-tone photoresists the illuminated areas get crosslinked or polymerized, which has
two consequences: First, a wedge structure wider at the bottom is produced, which is benefi-
cial for Lift-Off, since no material gets deposited on the photoresists sidewalls, which would
otherwise lead to fencing. Fencing will be discussed below. Second, it can be difficult to com-
pletely remove the photoresist[88] or it can bind to the substrate, which can have detrimental
consequences for the intended purpose.
In positive-tone photoresists, the illuminated areas get soluble in the developer solution. In
contrast to negative-tone photoresists, positive-tone ones do not get crosslinked. However,
they display a wedge structure, which is wider at the top of the photoresist layer. This leads to
83
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Figure C.1: a) AFM micrograph of fencing. At the rim of the electrode a fence of material is left
after the Lift-Off. Here, only a positive-tone photoresist, AZ 701 MIR, was used for Lift-Off. Further,
pentacene is deposited onto the SU-8 dielectric and the electrode. b) Height profile extracted from the
AFM micrograph a). The residual fence from material deposited onto the photoresist sidewall can be
several 100 nm high.
a problem called fencing, i.e. material deposited on the sidewalls of the photoresist structures
does not get removed, but stays after Lift-Off as a fence at the rim of the defined material
patterns (see Fig. C.1). Such structures can decrease transistor performance by their geomet-
rical shadow, which can lead to incomplete coverage of subsequent layers, and impair sample
functionality depending on the intended use. To avoid this, a Lift-Off resist can be used, like
the LOR 3B employed in this work.
The LOR 3B is applied first and baked. Next a layer of conventional positive-tone photore-
sist is spincoated on top and processed as usual. During development, first the illuminated
photoresist gets dissolved in the developer solution, and then the LOR 3B. The LOR dissolves
faster than the unexposed photoresist, which gives rise to an under-etch of the photoresist,
i.e. the photoresist flank gets discontinuous and the material film on the photoresist is discon-
nected from the material in the pattern.[87] It may be necessary to increase the development
time upon application of LOR 3B compared to the development time for only the positive
photoresist, depending on the dilution of the developer solution and the original developer
time. Further, higher bake temperatures will decrease the dissolution rate of the LOR.[87]
However, there is a lower limit to the bake temperature, since the LOR layer must withstand
attack from the chemicals in the next subsequent coating step. Further processing is the same
as for conventional Lift-Off, only the Lift-Off medium has to be chosen compatible with the
LOR 3B, which excludes Acetone for this step. Note that there are some typical problems
with this process and chemicals, which are discussed in section C.4.
The typical process flow for patterning the Lift-Off resist system is:
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coat LOR 3B 40 s @ 4000 rpm
softbake LOR 3B 3 min @ 150◦C
coat AZ 701 MIR 3 s @ 800 rpm 30 s @ 6000 rpm
softbake AZ 701 MIR 1 min @ 90◦C
illumination 17 s
postbake AZ 701 MIR 1 min @ 110◦C
development 32 s in AZ MIF 726 rinse DI water
blown-dry
Table C.1: Lift-Off resist system process parameters for utilization of LOR 3B together with AZ 701
MIR. Note that the illumination time will depend on the current power of the Hg-lamp.
Instead of AZ 701 MIR, also S 1813 G2 can be used as the positive photoresist:
coat LOR 3B 40 s @ 4000 rpm
softbake LOR 3B 3 min @ 150◦C
coat S 1813 G2 3 s @ 800 rpm 30 s @ 5000 rpm
softbake S 1813 G2 3 min @ 115◦C
illumination 15 s
development 90 s in Microposit 351 Dev 1:3 in DI water rinse DI water
blown-dry
Table C.2: Lift-Off resist system process parameters for utilization of LOR 3B together with S 1813
G2. The Microposit 351 developer is used diluted in DI water in ratio 1:3 by volume. Note that the
illumination time will depend on the current power of the Hg-lamp.
Next, the processed samples can be coated with the desired material stack, and afterward the
Lift-Off is performed. Here, the Lift-Off medium must be chosen compatible with the material
system at hand, which can pose limitations already at the choice of photoresist system. Further,
the process flow depends on the resistance of the applied materials with respect to the process
conditions, e.g. can the materials withstand sonication in the Lift-Off medium.
Of the dielectrics used in conjunction with Lift-Off, SU-8 is able to stand sonication in Lift-Off
medium, while parylene is not. For SU-8 the Lift-Off process flow is:
mr-Rem 400 dwell 5 min
sonicate 5 min
fresh mr-Rem 400 sonicate 5 min
2-propanol sonicate 2 min
blown-dry
Table C.3: Lift-Off process flow on SU-8 dielectrics. The first sonication step can be prolonged, until
Lift-Off is complete. Use of a visor during use of the Lift-Off medium is advised.
For parylene dielectrics, sonication is not possible, since the layer will degrade under such
harsh treatment before Lift-Off is completed. Here, one can facilitate Lift-Off by bubbling air
through the solution near the sample with a syringe. The samples are put into fresh Lift-Off
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medium during the process, to reduce the amount of photoresist residuals and particles from
the lifted material layers, which are dissolved and present in higher concentration in the first,
original Lift-Off medium.
As an alternative to mr-Rem 400, 1165 Remover can be used. However, 1165 Remover is
a more health-hazardous Lift-Off medium at present knowledge, so it should be only used
if absolutely necessary. After Lift-Off with 1165 Remover, the sample should be rinsed first
with Aceton and then with 2-propanol.
C.2 PHOTORESIST ETCH MASKS FOR RIE
Photoresists can be used as etch masks to pattern layers with Reactive-Ion-Etching (RIE). In
RIE a layer is ablated by chemical etching by radicals. This happens in concert with activation
and weakening of chemical bonds by ions moving onto the sample with preferential movement
normal to the surface. RIE is a way to pattern parylene layers.[162] It is applied to open vias in
the parylene layer to reach electrode contact pads below the parylene layer.[28][3] The applied
photoresist acts as a sacrificial etch stop, i.e. the photoresist is etched instead of the functional
dielectric. Consequently, the photoresist has to be chosen thick or resistant enough to remain
until the RIE process ends. Note that also so called hardmasks, i.e. other layers such as metals
or silicon oxide, are used for such purposes and can be chosen as etch masks if necessary.[162]
Patterns are defined in the photoresist as before, so that in the desired regions the sample gets
etched. If the layer, at which the etch shall stop, is not inert versus the RIE process, an etch
stop mask has to be patterned,[162] to prevent damage to the sample. This can be a photoresist
pattern, or a e.g. metal layer patterned precisely for this purpose. Here, a photoresist layer can
be patterned as etch stop mask, then the parylene layer gets deposited and last the etch mask,
which is inverted with respect to the etch stop mask, gets applied. After the RIE process,
the etch mask and the now bare etch stop mask get dissolved in an appropriate solvent, for
example a Lift-Off medium (see Fig. C.2).
In principle, any photoresist, which can be dissolved after the etch, can be used as etch masks
for RIE, as for example the S 1813 G2. In practice, ma-P 1275 was used. This photoresist
is specifically sold for RIE purposes, among others. The advantages are that ma-P dissolves
more easily compared to e.g. S 1813 G2 and forms a thick layer. This thick layer has the
substrate
Lift o etch masks
etch stop
parylene-C
etch mask
RIE
Figure C.2: Scheme of the process flow of a RIE process with etch mask as well as an etch stop mask.
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consequence that in practical application, i.e. etching of parylene layers of thickness ≤ 2µm,
the etch mask poses no limitation in process time.
The patterning parameters for the ma-P 1275 were:
coat ma-P 1275 5 s @ 500 rpm 40 s @ 5000 rpm
wait 5 min
softbake ma-P 1275 5 min @ 100◦C
illumination 40 s
development 120 s in ma-D 331 rinse DI water
Table C.4: Parameter set to pattern ma-P 1275 as etch mask.
After RIE, the etch masks are dissolved in Lift-Off medium (1165 Remover or mr-Rem 400).
As for Lift-Off, switching to a fresh Lift-Off medium after initial dissolution of layers reduces
potential contaminations. For parylene layers, sonication was not used to facilitate dissolution
of the etch masks, but gentle mechanical agitation such as bubbling.
C.3 DIELECTRICS FROM SU-8
The commercial photoresist SU-8 from MicroChem can be applied as a dielectric layer for
OFETs and allows for further process steps utilizing photolithography and related process
chemicals.[141] It can be used as a matrix for nanoparticles to obtain composite materials
with desired properties.[163] For more information on SU-8 processes, on can read a recent
review on 3D structures patterned from it.[139]
Regarding the photolithography process, SU-8 is a negative-tone photoresist, which means
all areas illuminated will get crosslinked and remain after development. In short, the resist
is spincoated and then softbaked. Next, the layer gets illuminated in the maskaligner with
the appropriate mask, which sets free the chemical agent to facilitate the crosslinking. To
thermally drive the catalytic crossling process, a post exposure bake is applied. Afterwards,
the resist layer gets developed, in this case the not crosslinked areas of SU-8 are dissolved in
the developer, which is an organic solvent such as PGMEA. Optional, the obtained structure
can be hardbaked afterward, which completes the crosslinking and increases the chemical
resistance of the layer.
C.3.1 FABRICATION OF SU-8 GATE DIELECTRICS
When using SU-8 for OFETs, great care has to be taken to fully crosslink the SU-8 layer,
since charge transport organic semiconductors is greatly sensitive to reactive surface groups.
The amount of crosslinking in SU-8 can be adjusted/increased by increasing the illumination
dose and subsequent postbake time. This is essential for obtaining good charge transport. In
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practice, it is necessary to increase the illumination time from the optimum time for patterns
as in the data sheet by a factor of 8 to 10 to obtain the OFETs reported on in this thesis.
SU-8 2000.5 was used for the fabrication of the gate dielectrics. SU-8 2000.5 is a formulation
of the SU-8 2000 family, which is suited to form ca. 0.5 µm thick layers. To obtain good
gate dielectrics without high leakage currents or shorts, 2 layers of SU-8 had to be applied, a
problem, which is also reported on in literature.[164]
Following is the set of parameters, which was used to fabricate the layers:
coat SU-8 2000.5 40 s @ 5000 rpm
softbake SU-8 2000.5 2 min @ 95◦C
illumination 2.5 min
postbake SU-8 2000.5 10 min @ 95◦C
coat SU-8 2000.5 40 s @ 5000 rpm
softbake SU-8 2000.5 2 min @ 95◦C
illumination 2.5 min
postbake SU-8 2000.5 10 min @ 95◦C
development 11 s in mr-Dev 600 11 s in mr-Dev 600 rinse in 2-propanol
blown-dry
Table C.5: Parameters to fabricate patterned SU-8 gate dielectrics.
The second layer of SU-8 has a tendency to dewet on the first, crosslinked SU-8 layer. Con-
sequently, dirt contamination on the sample will lead to holes in the second SU-8 layer. This
matter, which cannot be totally avoided, however typically does not limit the performance of
the gate dielectric, if one works fast and clean enough.
The hardbake is performed in the GERO-furnace under vacuum with the following parameters:
PR PL PD
240 220 0.5
240 280 0.5
1000 22 End
Table C.6: Parameter set for the hardbake of SU-8 layers in the GERO-furnace. The samples are
placed in vacuum, which is generated by a rotary vane pump. In each program step, the PR gives the
process ramp in ◦C/min at which the process level PL in ◦C is approached and then kept for the process
dwell time PD (in h).
These dielectric layers have a total thickness of 630 ± 20 nm, as measured by AFM.
C.3.2 FABRICATION OF SU-8 ENCAPSULATIONS
SU-8 layers can be also used to encapsulate electrical leads, which would be otherwise in
contact with electrolyte.[165] For SU-8 layers for this purpose, a simpler protocol is used:
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coat SU-8 2000.5 40 s @ 2500 rpm
softbake SU-8 2000.5 1 min @ 95◦C
illumination 28 s
postbake SU-8 2000.5 2 min @ 95◦C
development 11 s in mr-Dev 600 11 s in mr-Dev 600 rinse in 2-propanol
blown-dry
hardbake SU-8 2000.5 ramp up from RT to 15 min @ 150◦C
Table C.7: Parameters to fabricate SU-8 encapsulation for electrical leads.
C.4 TYPICAL PROBLEMS
Some typical problems can occur with photolithography, which are process or equipment re-
lated and shall be discussed shortly in the following.
• The maskaligner MJB 3 in the cleanroom is operated with a mercury arc lamp. The
emitted illumination power from the lamp will decrease during its lifetime. Conse-
quently the illumination time must be (constantly) adjusted. Typical signs, upon which
illumination time needs to be increased, is incomplete development. Often fringes from
thin film interference are visible for too low illumination time and thus a good indicator
of this problem. Note that with newer equipment this issue might disappear, since here,
the illumination power is measured by the tool. The user now chooses the illumination
dose instead of time, where the illumination time is adjusted automatically to obtain the
desired dose.
• Related to the previous problem, features of the AZ 701 MIR tend to become distorted, if
the illumination time is too short. Distorted features means that spaces in the photoresist
become too slim, e.g. 3 instead of 5 µm, and photoresist lines too broad, e.g. 7 instead
of 5 µm. In this case the illumination dose has to be adjusted to longer illumination
times.
• Aging of the photoresist can make Lift-Off impossible. Especially the LOR resist will
not dissolve in the development bath, if it is expired. In later exposure to the Lift-Off
medium it will dissolve, destroying the electrode structures. A typical sign for this are
ruptured holes in the electrodes. Towards the end of the lifetime of the LOR the problem
can be addressed by increasing the development time to some extend, however, this will
reduce the quality of the photoresist edge of the layer on top of the LOR. Another topic
is the aging of the positive photoresist used to define the electrode patterns. Here, longer
illumination and development time can become necessary. With some photoresist, e.g.
the ma-P 1275, development can become impossible upon expiration. Aging of pho-
toresist can be significantly slowed down, if the photoresist is stored in a refrigerator
(when possible).
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• The development bath can become saturated with dissolved photoresist. If development
appears to slow down or be incomplete after some development processes, refreshing
the development solution will be necessary. Likewise, using two development baths, one
for initial development and one for completion of the development process, can help to
improve photoresist pattern quality. Further, the rinse after development is important to
ensure complete removal of the developer (containing dissolved photoresist).
• Development time must be precisely adjusted to the bi-layer photoresist - Lift-Off-Resist
system and kept during the process. Too short development time will result in incom-
plete development of the Lift-Off-Resist. However, for certain combinations of resists,
e.g. the LOR 3B and the AZ 701 MIR, the photoresist layer will quickly get under-
etched. Consequently, the intended structure will get unstable, since one will arrive at
freestanding photoresist areas, which can collapse onto the sample and spoil the formed
pattern.
• Dissolving etch masks can become very slow, since the chemical component of the
RIE process as well as UV irradiation and heat from the RIE process can crosslink
the applied photoresist. Thus, it gets more resistant to the solvent and takes longer
to dissolve at the crosslinked top area. Typically, the Lift-Off time of the etch stop
masks takes longer, since it is located within the material stack. Mechanical agitation of
the Lift-Off medium as well as mechanical, but gentle agitation of the etch stop mask
directly (e.g. by tweezers) can help to speed up the process.
• Related to potential aging of the LOR 3B and optimized development times for the
bilayer Lift-Off resist system, special care has to taken, if ma-P 1275 is used for etch stop
masks for RIE. Since the developer ma-D 331 used for patterning the ma-P 1275 layer
is rather strong, any potential LOR 3B residuals below already patterned electrodes or
other layers will get dissolved. Consequently, electrodes get damaged by the occurrence
of ruptured holes or complete adhesion loss, much like in the case for problems during
Lift-Off. However, this effect is more severe for this precise step, than for the Lift-Off
step. Consequently, aging of the LOR 3B is a more severe issue, if used in conjunction
with RIE patterning of e.g. parylene dielectrics.
• Spincoating of photoresists on not circular substrates will typically give rise to formation
of beads at the edges. Later, these beads can set an increased distance between the
sample and the mask, reducing the image quality, or lead to attachment of the sample
to the mask at the edges, complicating the alignment of the sample and mask structure.
Workarounds are, among others, the use of thin photoresists or cutting the edge-beads
away with a scalpel.
• The sample can attach to the mask with the whole surface or only at single points,
making alignment difficult to impossible. In general, longer softbake times will help
against this problem if the whole sample attaches to the mask. Otherwise the problem
can be related to the above mentioned edge beads. If attachment to the mask happens
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only at few, small position, the following is often a practical solution: The sample is first
pressed the sample into contact, then one goes completely back out of contact and only
subsequent adjust the sample into contact for alignment. Note hat this process could
potentially contaminate or even damage the mask. While a dirty mask can be cleaned
e.g. in Piranha solution, the later will break the mask.
C.5 DIELECTRICS FROM PI 2610
Polyimide layers are well suited as dielectrics layers,[39] but also as smoothing layer. While
photodefinable formulations exist, the more usual ones are not photodefinable. Nevertheless,
the process parameters shall be given here, since the fabrication is similar to that of photoresist
layers. The used polyimide precursor solution is the product PI 2610 from HD Microsystems.
PI 2610 forms good dielectrics upon curing at 400◦C, which limits the substrates it can be
used on.
The precursor solution is dripped onto a suitable substrate and given some time to relax and
dispense over the surface. Then it is spincoated and softbaked. Last, it is cured in the GERO-
furnace under pure N2 flow. The cure will start and drive the chemical reaction, imidization,
of the precursor molecules to from a crosslinked layer. The process parameters are:
coat SU-8 2000.5 7 s @ 500 rpm 45 s @ 5000 rpm
softbake SU-8 2000.5 180 s @ 130◦C
GERO-furnace 100 l/s N2
PR PL PD
240 400 1.5
1000 22 End
Table C.8: Parameters to fabricate dielectrics from PI 2610.
For improving adhesion on e.g. glass slides, an adhesion promoter can be applied first.
The company offers the adhesion promoters, however, from technical specifications APTES
(Amino-propyl-triethoxysilan) should also be suitable. Otherwise, the fabricated layer can be
peeled off from the substrate. This can be used to produce substrate free OFETs.
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APPENDIX D
FLUID MEASUREMENT CHAMBER AND
MEASUREMENT PROTOCOLS
D.1 FLUID MEASUREMENT CHAMBER ASSEMBLY
The measurement setup is based on a commercial flow chamber (see Fig. 3.1). Sticky Slides
VI0.4 from Ibidi are custom modified to attach and measure OFET samples. First, the original
sticky tape is ripped of, since in subsequent steps the tape will be ruptured and spoil the driller
head. Next, with a computer controlled CNC milling machine 0.8 mm diameter holes for
electrical contacts are drilled into the flow chamber. Here, the slides are placed in a master
plate and the driller adjusted to the master position of the milling program, which is marked
on the master plate. After drilling, the holes are fettled with a 0.8 mm diameter steel wire and
the slides are cleaned.
Onto the cleaned bottom, a sheet of ca. 20 mm times 25 mm of 467 MP adhesive tape (3 M) is
applied. This sheet is than patterned by stamping out holes with the steel wire at the position
of the vias drilled into the slide. The channels in the slides are opened again with a scalpel and
the surplus glue in the channels is taken away.
After applying the glue, the electrode for use in the electrolyte is added. A piece of Pt or Pt/Ir
wire of sufficient length (ca. 7 cm) is cut and glowed out in a bunsen burner flame. The wire
is then placed in the channel with cleaned tweezers and pulled through the inlets/outlets. It is
helpful to fix the wire to the slide at one inlet.
Last the OFET sample is placed on a plane are and the prepared flow chamber applied from
the top, with the holes aligned to the electrodes on the sample. Note that one has only one try,
since the glue is strongly adhesive. Attachment can be facilitated by applying pressure to the
assembled sample-flow chamber stack. The glue should then give one night time to obtain a
good seal versus solutions.
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D.2 OFET MEASUREMENT PROTOCOLS
The different OFETs in each flow-channel were addressed individually. To decrease measure-
ment time, the 6 OFETs in each channel were hot-switched through by a matrix card. Each
OFETs source and drain electrode were serially connected via the matrix card to a Source
Measurement Unit (SMU) with applied voltage (see Fig. D.1). For the bottom gate, the gate
voltage was applied as a common gate to all 6 transistors in one flow-channel. Here, the
OFETs must be checked for gate-leakage and broken devices disconnected via the cable. This
test should be done at low voltages, lower than 1 V, for samples exposed to solutions. Other-
wise, electrochemical reactions and the reaction products can damage or break the sample.
The solution side gate is connected via a cable attached to the wire in the flow-channel to a
switching matrix
SMU
inputs
outputs
base
xture with
spring contacts
a) b)
Figure D.1: a) Wiring of the switching matrix. The drain (High of one SMU channel) is wired to the
input of the matrix card, while the source (Low of one SMU channel, shorted with ground) is wired to
another input. The standard inputs are A and B. The outputs of the switching matrix are then wired to
the respective source and drain contacts of the OFETs. b) Measurement setup for OFETs (attached to
flow cells). The OFETs are placed on the base and the fixture is put and top and fixed mechanically
with a screw. The OFETs have to aligned to the spring contacts on the fixture. Apart from the displayed
brass base, which is suitable for use in inverted microscopes, a base made from polytetrafluorethylen
is available.
SMU. All voltages are applied versus the Source, which is grounded. Typical operating volt-
ages in electrolytes depend on the semiconductor used, however a limitation of the potentials
|U| < 0.8 V proved useful. Practically, the voltage difference between Drain and Gate can sum
up and should also kept below 0.8 V.
The solution can be applied before fixing the measurement chamber in the setup or afterward.
Afterward, the solution can be applied through the measurement setup into the flow-chamber.
This is beneficial, since it reduces the mechanical load on the wire as well as avoids problems
with electrical contact between the spring contacts and the OFET contact pads.
Transient current response of OFETs can be obtained by wiring one OFET directly to the
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SMUs and omitting the matrix card. Otherwise, the temporal resolution is insufficient in most
cases.
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